
TRANSFORMING THE URBAN SPACE:
CATHOLIC SURVIVAL THROUGH

SPATIAL PRACTICES IN
POST-REFORMATION UTRECHT*

I
INTRODUCTION

As we do in our postmodernizing world, the people of early
modern Europe after the Reformations faced the urgent problem
of religious coexistence. Numerous historians have depicted the
‘Dutch Golden Age’ — a term often used as a near synonym
for the seventeenth century — as a herald of modernity, of
which Dutch religious toleration is understood to constitute a
significant part.1 In such narratives, Dutch Catholics are
represented as a passive entity, as placid recipients of the
toleration bestowed on them by Erasmian, pragmatic regents.
The history of coexistence has often been portrayed from the
top-down perspective of the tolerating and persecuting party,
echoing modernization models such as the secularization thesis

* I wish to express my deep gratitude to Koji Yamamoto, who enthusiastically
encouraged me to write this piece for a wider audience. The writing of this article
was made possible with funding from the Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science (grant number 19J00289). I also owe a special debt of gratitude to my col-
leagues who offered valuable comments on earlier drafts, including Peter Lake,
Christine MacLeod and Joke Spaans, and members of the Historians’ Workshop,
Tokyo. Finally, I thank Albert Gootjes for correcting my English.

1 Maarten Prak, The Dutch Republic in the Seventeenth Century: The Golden
Age, trans. Diane Webb (Cambridge, 2005), 1–4; Maarten Prak, Nederlands
Gouden Eeuw. Vrijheid en geldingsdrang (Amsterdam, 2020), 7–11. For critical
reviews of the national mythologization of ‘Dutch’ toleration, see Marijke
Gijswijt-Hofstra, ‘Een schijn van verdraagzaamheid: Proeven uit vijf eeuwen
Nederlands verleden’, in Marijke Gijswijt-Hofstra (ed.), Een schijn van verdraag-
zaamheid: Afwijking en tolerantie in Nederland van de zestiende eeuw tot heden
(Hilversum, 1989); Benjamin J. Kaplan, ‘ “Dutch” Religious Tolerance:
Celebration and Revision’, in Ronnie Po-Chia Hsia and Henk van Nierop (eds.),
Calvinism and Religious Toleration in the Dutch Golden Age (Cambridge, 2002);
Benjamin J. Kaplan, Reformation and the Practice of Toleration: Dutch Religious
History in the Early Modern Era (Leiden, 2019), ch. 8, ‘ “Dutch” Religious
Tolerance: Celebration and Revision’.
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and the privatization of beliefs.2 Yet if we wish to rethink this
historical narrative of coexistence critically, it is the tolerated and
persecuted party that we must place in the foreground. The
present article adopts the bottom-up perspective of the Catholic
politico-religious minority in the Dutch Republic, focusing on
seventeenth-century Utrecht, the main theatre of the confessional
struggle between Reformed Protestants and Catholics on Dutch
soil.3 It will argue that Catholics, through their spatial practices,
both actively facilitated their Catholic way of life and played an
indispensable role in transforming Utrecht into an early modern,
multi-confessional city.

Historians now contend not only that space has shaped
human experience, but conversely that human beings have also
delineated, given meanings to, and appropriated space.4 In an
attempt to decipher the cultural mechanisms of confessional
coexistence, specialists of early modern Dutch religious history
have come to focus on spatiality, attaching great significance to
the public/private distinction as materialized in the phenomenon
of the so-called ‘clandestine church’ (schuilkerk) or ‘house
church’ (huiskerk) — that is, a chapel constructed inside a
house.5 Among them, the two prominent historians Willem
Frijhoff and Benjamin Kaplan offer theoretical models of
confessional coexistence through a public/private distinction.6

2 A recent example of this narrative can be found in Christine Kooi, Calvinists
and Catholics during Holland’s Golden Age: Heretics and Idolaters (Cambridge,
2012). For critical surveys by early modernists on the grand narrative of modern-
ization, see, for example, J. C. D. Clark, ‘Secularization and Modernization: The
Failure of a “Grand Narrative” ’, Historical Journal, lv, 1 (2012); Alexandra
Walsham, ‘The Reformation and “the Disenchantment of the World” Reassessed’,
Historical Journal, li, 2 (2008).

3 It should be pointed out that the term ‘minority’, used without an adjective,
can be misleading; see more on this at the end of section II below. Following the
conventional usage of terms in Dutch historiography, I will refer to those who
belonged to the Dutch Reformed Church as ‘the Reformed’.

4 For example, Paul Stock (ed.), The Uses of Space in Early Modern History
(Basingstoke, 2015).

5 For the debate on the terms ‘clandestine church’ and ‘house church’, see
Sebastien A. C. Dudok van Heel, ‘Amsterdamse schuil- of huiskerken?’, Holland,
regionaal-historisch tijdschrift, xxv (1993), esp. 6–10.

6 In addition to Frijhoff and Kaplan, see also Kooi, Calvinists and Catholics;
Christine Kooi, Liberty and Religion: Church and State in Leiden’s Reformation,
1572–1620 (Leiden, 2000), 162–95, 203–4, 213–14; Steven Mullaney, Angela
Vanhaelen and Joseph Ward, ‘Religion Inside Out: Dutch House Churches and
the Making of Publics in the Dutch Republic’, in Bronwen Wilson and Paul
Yachnin (eds.), Making Publics in Early Modern Europe: People, Things, Forms of
Knowledge (London, 2009).
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According to Frijhoff, in the private sphere, everyone could
behave as they wished, freely expressing their confessional
identity. In the public sphere, however, confessional behaviour
was in principle considered improper. In order to realize
confessional coexistence, the ‘ecumenicity of everyday life’
(omgangsoecumene) was therefore required in liminal — that is,
semi-public, semi-private — spaces marked by the thresholds of
houses.7 Together with Marijke Spies, Frijhoff even identifies the
‘ecumenicity of everyday life’ as an integral part of early modern
Dutch national culture.8 Similarly, Kaplan regards the physical
threshold of a house as the boundary between public and private,
rightly noting that this border was not rigid but negotiable. As
long as dissenters duly refrained from intervening in the public
sphere dominated by the politico-religious majority, the public
authorities connived at dissenters’ worship in the invisible,
private space of clandestine churches situated behind the
thresholds of their homes. According to Kaplan, early modern
toleration therefore worked through ‘a new distinction between
public and private worship’. With regard to cultural practices of
toleration, he suggests continuity between the early modern era
and the modern era — as a prefiguration of ‘privacy’ as fiction —
not only in Dutch history, but also in European history at large.9

Owing to the past decade of historiography inspired by Frijhoff
and Kaplan, early modern Dutch Catholics are now considered a
group of people who maintained their own confessional identity

7 Willem Frijhoff, ‘Dimensions de la coexistence confessionnelle’, in C.
Berkvens-Stevelinck, J. I. Israel and G. H. M. Posthumus Meyjes (eds.), The
Emergence of Tolerance in the Dutch Republic (Leiden, 1997), 228–37; Willem
Frijhoff, Embodied Belief: Ten Essays on Religious Culture in Dutch History
(Hilversum, 2002), 56–65.

8 Willem Frijhoff and Marijke Spies, 1650: Bevochten eendracht (The Hague,
1999), 28, 50–1, 68, 178–82, 211, 358–9, 384–5, 393, 429, 443, 605; (trans. as
1650: Hard-won Unity by Myra Heerspink Scholz (Basingstoke, 2004)).

9 Benjamin J. Kaplan, Divided by Faith: Religious Conflict and the Practice of
Toleration in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge, 2007), ch. 7, ‘Fictions of Privacy:
House Chapels’; Benjamin J. Kaplan, ‘Fictions of Privacy: House Chapels and
the Spatial Accommodation of Religious Dissent in Early Modern Europe’,
American Historical Review, cvii, 4 (2002); Kaplan, Reformation and the Practice of
Toleration, ch. 7, ‘Fictions of Privacy: House Chapels and the Spatial
Accommodation of Religious Dissent in Early Modern Europe’. For Kaplan’s ar-
gument on the public/private distinction, see also his earlier book, Benjamin J.
Kaplan, Calvinists and Libertines: Confession and Community in Utrecht, 1578–1620
(Oxford, 1995), 38, 263, 266–7, 270–2, 295, 302.
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and subculture in the private sphere, while largely retreating
from the urban public sphere.10

These influential accounts, however, have little to tell us about
Catholics’ agency in the realization of confessional coexistence
in the urban space. Were Catholics just obedient beneficiaries
of the politico-cultural system of toleration engineered by
magistrates through the public/private distinction? Did they, in
order to survive the Reformed regime, duly withdraw from the
urban space, conforming to the existing norm of a public/private
distinction controlled by the public authorities and the politico-
religious majority of the Reformed? Frijhoff and Kaplan succeed
in unveiling an essential aspect of the cultural mechanisms of
early modern confessional coexistence; that is, physicality and
materiality in the public/private distinction. Both regard the
physical threshold of the house as a crucial indicator of the
boundary between public and private, and demonstrate that
perceptibility by the human senses — visibility and audibility —
played an indispensable role when people distinguished public
and private in their attempt to realize confessional coexistence.11

However, their studies of the cultural history of coexistence do
not pay sufficient attention to the spaces outside the thresholds,
including urban spaces such as public church buildings,

10 For example, Charles Caspers and Peter Jan Margry, Identiteit en spiritualiteit
van de Amsterdamse Stille Omgang (Hilversum, 2006); Bertrand Forclaz,
Catholiques au défi de la Réforme: la coexistence confessionnelle à Utrecht au XVIIe

siècle (Paris, 2014); Jaap Geraerts, Patrons of the Old Faith: The Catholic Nobility in
Utrecht and Guelders, c.1580–1702 (Leiden, 2018); Geert H. Janssen, The Dutch
Revolt and Catholic Exile in Reformation Europe (Cambridge, 2014); Kooi,
Calvinists and Catholics; Carolina Lenarduzzi, Katholiek in de Republiek: De bele-
vingswereld van een religieuze minderheid 1570–1750 (Nijmegen, 2019); Marit
Monteiro, Geestelijke maagden: Leven tussen klooster en wereld in Noord-Nederland
gedurende de zeventiende eeuw (Hilversum, 1996); Caroline Jacomine Mudde,
‘Rouwen in de marge: De materiële rouwcultuur van de katholieke geloofsge-
meenschap in vroegmodern Nederland’ (Utrecht Univ. Ph.D. thesis, 2018);
Charles H. Parker, Faith on the Margins: Catholics and Catholicism in the Dutch
Golden Age (Cambridge, Mass. and London, 2008); Judith Pollmann, Catholic
Identity and the Revolt of the Netherlands, 1520–1635 (Oxford, 2011); Joke Spaans,
De Levens der Maechden: Het verhaal van een religieuze vrouwengemeenschap in de
eerste helft van de zeventiende eeuw (Hilversum, 2012); Marc Wingens, Over de
grens: De bedevaart van katholieke Nederlanders in de zeventiende en achttiende eeuw
(Nijmegen, 1994).

11 Frijhoff, ‘Dimensions de la coexistence confessionnelle’, passim; Frijhoff,
Embodied Belief, ch. 2, ‘The Threshold of Toleration: Interconfessional
Conviviality in Holland during the Early Modern Period’; Kaplan, Divided by
Faith, ch. 7; Kaplan, ‘Fictions of Privacy’, passim; Kaplan, Reformation and the
Practice of Toleration, ch. 7.
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monasteries and convents, hospices, spaces between houses, and
public streets. Nor do they adequately explore the tactics that
politico-religious minorities employed to survive in such urban
spaces. Kaplan is on the whole persuasive in his criticism of the
grand narrative of the rise of toleration, a variation on the
modernization thesis. Yet his account unwittingly leaves us to
embrace another type of modernization thesis, that is, the
privatization of beliefs. Kaplan assumes the prefiguration of
modern privacy as a cultural fiction in early modern Europe,
arguing that when early modern people coexisted, they behaved
as if they respected the not yet fully fledged notion of ‘privacy’.

In this light, the present article demonstrates, on a local,
social-historical level, how Catholics tactically created room for
their survival as Catholics through their ‘spatial practices’ in the
shared physical urban space of seventeenth-century Utrecht,
contesting their strategic exclusion from that space by the
Reformed public authorities.12 ‘Spatial practices’ are understood
here as tactical (re-)productions of physical and perceived
spaces, through which politico-religious minorities such as
Utrecht’s Catholics attempted to challenge and appropriate (or
reappropriate) the concrete places strategically dominated by
the public authorities and the politico-religious majority.13

‘Coexistence’ is employed as a neutral and descriptive term,
indicating the environment where people of different beliefs co-
existed, sharing physical and objective spaces.14 Catholic spatial
practices are positioned here in the local, politico-social context
of the civic community, which is often absent in cultural-
historical studies, including those on Catholic identity/
subculture at the national level, Frijhoff’s Dutch national

12 The present article deals with physical urban spaces, and uses the term
‘space’ differently from Christine Kooi, who studies confessional coexistence in
cities of Holland, treating ‘spheres/spaces’ abstractly and metaphorically, not as
‘concrete locations’: Kooi, Calvinists and Catholics, passim, esp. 11–12.

13 Here I draw especially on Michel de Certeau and in part also on Henri
Lefebvre. See Michel de Certeau, L’Invention du quotidien, i, Art de faire (Paris,
1980); Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith
(Oxford, 1991).

14 On political practices of pro/persecution and toleration required for regulat-
ing the precarious environment of coexistence, see Genji Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency
in the Public Sphere: Catholics’ Survival Tactics in Utrecht, 1620s–1670s’
(Tilburg Univ. Ph.D. thesis, 2019), 38–9, 64–149; Genji Yasuhira, ‘A Swarm of
“Locusts”: Pro/Persecution and Toleration of Catholic Priests in Utrecht, 1620–
1672’, Church History and Religious Culture, xcix, 2 (2019).
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‘ecumenicity of everyday life’, and Kaplan’s European ‘fictions
of privacy’.15

Utrecht represents a suitable case study since it, by the 1620s
or 1630s, had become a stronghold for both the Reformed and
Catholic Churches in the Dutch Republic.16 The resultant
rivalry between the two confessional groups provoked numerous
conflicts, which have left their traces in various primary sources,
especially legal records of criminal cases such as sentences,
indictments, testimonies and defendant petitions.17 To date,
however, no systematic analysis of the Dutch legal records has
been conducted by historians of early modern religious history.
When they do refer to lawsuits, they tend simply to make
anecdotal use of a selection of such sources. Consequently, our
understanding of Catholic survival has remained impressionistic.
As microhistorians have convincingly demonstrated, the world
of everyday life can be reconstructed for those who were
judicially prosecuted by the critical use of legal records.18 The
Utrecht case offers rich sources of legal proceedings against
Catholics, allowing an assessment of their survival tactics. It
must be acknowledged that Catholics represented an atypically
powerful presence in seventeenth-century Utrecht in comparison
with other politico-religious minorities in early modern Europe.
Yet the Utrecht case is important for the wealth of unpublished
primary sources it offers, thereby representing an unparalleled
opportunity for reconstructing the body of Catholic everyday
spatial practices as an ideal basis for future comparative studies.

15 Frijhoff, ‘Dimensions de la coexistence confessionnelle’, 228–37; Frijhoff,
Embodied Belief, 40, 56–65; Frijhoff and Spies, 1650; Janssen, The Dutch Revolt
and Catholic Exile; Kaplan, Divided by Faith, ch. 7; Kaplan, ‘Fictions of Privacy’;
Kaplan, Reformation and the Practice of Toleration, ch. 7; Lenarduzzi, Katholiek in
de Republiek; Mudde, ‘Rouwen in de marge’; Parker, Faith on the Margins;
Pollmann, Catholic Identity and the Revolt of the Netherlands.

16 For example, Forclaz, Catholiques au défi de la Réforme, 31–100; Yasuhira,
‘Civic Agency in the Public Sphere’, 46–68.

17 The judicial sentences are stored in Utrecht’s criminele sententiën archive: Het
Utrechts Archief (hereafter HUA), Stadsarchief II (hereafter SAII), 2236. The
other documents are kept in Utrecht’s criminele stukken archive: HUA, SAII,
2244.

18 Classic micro-historical studies based on legal records include Natalie Zemon
Davis, Le retour de Martin Guerre (Paris, 1982); Carlo Ginzburg, Il formaggio ei
vermi: Il cosmo di un mugnaio del’ 500 (Turin, 1976); Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie,
Montaillou, village occitan de 1294 à 1324 (Paris, 1975). See also Kaplan’s
Cunegonde’s Kidnapping: A Story of Religious Conflict in the Age of Enlightenment
(London, 2014).
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In the following, section II will briefly review the changes
Utrecht’s urban sacred space underwent as a consequence of the
Protestant Reformation and the Dutch Revolt against the
Habsburg monarchy (1568–1648). Section III will quantitatively
trace chronological developments of legislation against Catholic
spatial practices, and the resulting prosecutions, in the local,
politico-social context of Utrecht from 1620 to 1672 — a key
period for confessional coexistence, as will be explained below.
Sections IV and V will take the reader on an ‘urban tour’
through Utrecht in the form of a qualitative analysis: the former
pays a visit to public facilities, including public church buildings,
monasteries and convents, and hospices, while the latter calls at
houses and public streets, especially in the districts around the
Nieuwegracht and the Mariahoek. Special attention will be paid
to two aspects of Catholic survival tactics through spatial
practices: continuity from the medieval past, and adjustment to
the early modern multi-confessional reality. While Catholics
have long been known not to constitute a monolith community
in terms of socio-economic standing, the research presented
here will emphasize the role that Catholics with elevated socio-
economic status played in creating and safeguarding Catholic
sacred spaces. Through their spatial practices, Utrecht’s Catholics
exercised considerable agency in the making of an urban
landscape of coexistence.

II
UTRECHT AFTER THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION AND THE

DUTCH REVOLT

From ancient Roman times, Utrecht had been one of the major
political and ecclesiastical centres of the Low Countries. During
medieval times, Utrecht enjoyed a position as the only episcopal
city in the Northern Netherlands, full of churches, monasteries,
convents and hospices, all of which were regarded as sacred
spaces.19 Yet the Protestant Reformation and the Dutch Revolt
against the Habsburg monarchy drastically changed this
medieval Catholic topography (see Map).

19 Llewellyn Bogaers, Aards, betrokken, en zelfbewust: De verwevenheid van cul-
tuur en religie in katholiek Utrecht, 1300–1600, 2 vols. i (Free University of
Amsterdam, Ph.D. thesis, 2008, Utrecht, 2008).
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Like other cities in the Low Countries, Utrecht was victimized
by iconoclasm in 1566. Then, in 1576, the Provincial States of
Utrecht accepted the Treaty of Ghent, joining the battle against
the King of Spain.20 In 1579, the rebels established the Union of
Utrecht in an attempt to consolidate themselves against the king.
In reaction to the Spanish Inquisition, article thirteen of the
Union states that ‘every individual shall remain free in his
Religion, and no one should be singled out or interrogated
because of his Religion’.21 In the same year, the city council of
Utrecht, following a plan suggested by William I of Orange
(1533–84), introduced ‘religious peace’ (religievrede) into the
city. Under this bi-confessional system, public church buildings
were distributed among Reformed and Catholics alike.
However, the religious peace was short-lived. After the ‘treason’
of George de Lalaing, Count of Rennenberg (c.1550–81) in
March 1580, anti-Catholic sentiment spread like wildfire
throughout the United Provinces.22 Consequently, in June 1580
Catholicism was outlawed in Utrecht, and around the same time
Catholics came to be represented as potential traitors to the
public order of the Reformed Dutch Republic.23 That same year
also saw the death of the Archbishop of Utrecht, Frederik
Schenck van Toutenburg (in office 1559–80). The events of that
year meant the disintegration of the official Catholic hierarchy in
Utrecht.

However, Catholics never did stand by passively during the
Protestantization (protestantisering) of the Northern Netherlands.
In 1592, the Holland Mission, led by the Apostolic Vicar (the
substitute for the Archbishop of Utrecht), began a movement of
re-Catholicization in the Northern Netherlands, using Utrecht
as the centre for its battle against ‘heretics’.24 In 1633, the
Apostolic Vicar Philippus Rovenius (1573–1651), together with
his Vicar General (the substitute for the bishop) Johannes

20 Kaplan, Calvinists and Libertines, 20–5.
21 Johan van de Water, Groot Placaatboek vervattende alle de placaten . . . der

Staten ’s lands van Utrecht, 3 vols. (Utrecht, 1729), i, 60: ‘Yeder particulier in syn
religie vry sal mogen blyven ende datmen nyemant ter cause vanden religie sal
mogen achterhaelen ofte ondersoecken’.

22 Kaplan, Calvinists and Libertines, 262–4.
23 Van de Water, Groot Placaatboek, iii, 466 (18 June 1580).
24 For example, Anthonius van Lommel (ed.), ‘Verslag van den toestand der

Hollandsche Missie ten jare 1616’, Archief voor de geschiedenis van het aartsbisdom
Utrecht, 75 vols. (1875–1957) (hereafter AAU), i (1875), 214.
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J. VAN VIANEN, MAP OF UTRECHT, 1695, BRUSH ON COPPERPLATE, 56.5 X 48 CM,
HET UTRECHTS ARCHIEF, UTRECHT

Note: I would like to thank Joris van Dam for helping me with the creation of
this map.

Key:
Public churches
(P1) Dom; (P2) St Pieter; (P3) St Jan; (P4) St Marie; (P5) Buur; (P6) St Jacob;
(P7) Nicholas; (P8) Geerte
Monasteries and convents
(M1) St Servaas; (M2) Wittevrouwen; (M3) Begijnhof; (M4) Nicholas; (M5)
Cecilia; (M6) Abraham Dole; (M7) Jerusalem; (M8) Agnieten; (M9) Arkel
Hospices
(H1) St Barbara & St Laurens; (H2) St Bartholomew; (H3) Holy Cross; (H4)
Dolhuis; (H5) St Job; (H6) Leeuwenberch; (H7) Apostle; (H8) St Anthony
Catholic clandestine churches
(C1) St Gertrudis (secular); (C2) Maria Minor Achter Clarenburg (secular);
(C3) St Nicolaas Achter de Wal (secular); (C4) St Jacobus in Drakenburgersteeg
(secular); (C5) St Marie Op de Kamp alias Soli Deo Gloria (secular); (C6) St
Servaas Onder de Linden (secular); (C7) St Catharijne in the Catharijnesteeg
(Jesuit); (C8) St Martinus in Herenstraat (Jesuit); (C9) St Augustinus in the
Hieronymussteeg or Jeruzalemsteeg (Augustinian); (C10) Ons Lieve Vrouw
Rozenkrans in Dorstige Hartsteeg (Dominican); (C11) St Dominicus in the
Walsteeg (Dominican); (C12) St Jacobus in the suburbs of Buiten de Weerd
(secular); (C13) St Martinus in the suburbs of Abstede (secular); (C14) in the
suburbs of Wittevrouwen (secular)
Other buildings
(O1) City Hall; (O2) Provincial States (former Franciscan monastery); (O3)
Provincial Court (former Paulus Abbey); (O4) Teutonic Order’s House; (O5)
Pope’s House; (O6) House of Hendrica van Duivenvoorde
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Wachtelaer (1583–1652), established — illegally under Dutch
civil law — a clerical council called the Vicariaat in Utrecht,
which functioned as a substitute for the already secularized
cathedral chapter and the nucleus of Dutch Catholic secular
priests.25 At the same time, the city of Utrecht also became a
bastion of orthodox Reformed Calvinism after the local
Calvinist-Libertine conflict from 1578 to around 1610, and the
national Remonstrant controversy of the 1610s.26 Utrecht
University, first established as an Illustre School in 1634, also
became a bulwark for the Reformed Church. The influential
professor of theology, Gisbertus Voetius (1589–1676), promoted
his confessionalized notion of the Reformation in an
authoritarian manner, even earning the moniker ‘Pope of
Utrecht’.27 By the mid 1630s, Utrecht had thus developed into a
stronghold for Reformed and Catholics alike in the Dutch
Republic.

For urban dwellers, sharing objective time and space in the
multi-confessional city meant perceiving the presence of those of
different religions on a daily basis.28 It is difficult to determine
the exact number of believers in the various confessional
churches in the Dutch Republic, where the Reformed Church
was not a state church, but a public church (publieke kerk or
openbare kerk) serving everyone regardless of their faith, and
where people could choose their confessional affiliation freely.
Consequently, there continued to be many sympathizers
(liefhebbers) with the public Reformed Church, that is, people
who outwardly conformed to Reformed religious practices, but
refrained from becoming full communicant members liable to

25 Johannes de Jong, ‘Het Utrechtse vicariaat en de strijd over de hierarchische
orde in de 17e eeuw’, De Katholiek, clxiv (1923), 161–9; W. L. S. Knuif and J.
de Jong, ‘Philippus Rovenius en zijn bestuur der Hollandsche Zending’, AAU, l
(1925), 103–25; Adrianus J. van de Ven, Over den oorsprong van het
Aartsbisschoppelijke Kapittel van Utrecht der Oude-Bisschoppelijke clerezij (Utrecht,
1923), 89–115.

26 Frits Broeyer, Het verleden van Utrecht als remonstrantse stad, 1610–1618:
Maurits’ zwaard (Utrecht, 2018); Kaplan, Calvinists and Libertines.

27 Arnoldus Duker, Gisbertus Voetius, 3 vols. (Leiden, 1897–1914); F. A. van
Lieburg, De Nadere Reformatie in Utrecht ten tijde van Voetius: Sporen in de gerefor-
meerde kerkeraadsacta (Rotterdam, 1989).

28 For an excellent study, see Natalie Zemon Davis, ‘The Sacred and the Body
Social in Sixteenth-Century Lyon’, Past and Present, no. 90 (Feb. 1981).
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the strict discipline of the church.29 According to Bertrand
Forclaz, in the mid seventeenth century, Utrecht’s total
population of 30,000 can be estimated at 12,000 Reformed full
communicant members (40 per cent), 10,000 Catholics (33.3
per cent), 2,250 Lutherans (7.5 per cent), 500 Anabaptists (1.7
per cent), 200 Remonstrants (0.7 per cent), and 5,000
sympathizers and undecided (16.6 per cent).30 Kaplan has
argued that many Reformed believers lived in areas populated by
craftsmen, shopkeepers and the poor. Judging by contemporary
testimonies, the ratio of members with an elite socio-economic
status was higher among Catholics than among the Reformed.31

In theory, Utrecht’s Catholics were deprived of many politico-
religious rights in the public sphere, including the right to
assume magistracy and the right to use the urban space for
religious purposes. It should be noted, however, that the
Catholic community did not form a numerical minority in
Utrecht and that a substantial number of Catholics there
belonged to the higher social strata. Besides, the number of
Catholic priests there was always much higher than that of
Reformed ministers.32 As will become evident in the following
sections, Utrecht’s Catholics utilized their tangible presence
within the civic community — in terms of numbers, socio-
economic status and history — in order to deploy bold,
aggressive and provocative spatial practices for their survival.

III
CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF

CATHOLIC SPATIAL PRACTICES

Previous studies have failed to offer a clear image of chronological
developments in Catholic spatial practices over time. Before
embarking on our urban tour, we therefore have to make a
quantitative and chronological assessment of the legislative
processes against Catholic spatial practices, and the resulting
prosecutions. As we will see, edicts and legal records, together

29 On sympathizers, see, for example, Arie Theodorus van Deursen, Bavianen
en slijkgeuzen: Kerk en kerkvolk ten tijde van Maurits en Oldenbarnevelt (Assen,
1974), 13–33, 128–60.

30 Forclaz, Catholiques au défi de la Réforme, 87.
31 Kaplan, Calvinists and Libertines, 143–54.
32 Yasuhira, ‘Swarm of “Locusts” ’, 188, 190, 194, 196.
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with other contemporary testimonies, lift the veil on a gradual
shift in Catholic meeting points from public facilities to houses.

Edicts and legal records

The 1580 edict prohibited people from practising the Roman
faith in Utrecht.33 All public church buildings, including those
of the former Dom cathedral, four other collegiate churches, and
four parish churches, were used for religious purposes by
Reformed believers alone. All monasteries and convents were
secularized. Many of them, including the Abraham Dole
monastery and the Cecilia convent, were confiscated by secular
authorities. Five monasteries or convents used by noblewomen
in medieval times, including the Wittevrouwen convent, were to
belong to the Knighthood (a representative body of the nobility
serving the Provincial States as the Second Estate), to which
Catholic nobles were nevertheless still nominated in the
seventeenth century. Chapels inside hospices were to be reserved
exclusively for the use of the Reformed preachers.34 Possessing a
quarter of all the land in the province, the cathedral chapter of
the Dom and the four other collegiate chapters in Utrecht
hosted no fewer than 140 canons, who enjoyed the right to
acquire income as prebends, to use houses in their chapters’
compounds within their immunities, and to represent
themselves politically as the First Estate in the Provincial States.
After the Protestant Reformation, these chapters were secularized
and their immunities nullified, while the city council assumed
jurisdiction over their compounds and churches. The chapters,
however, were not disestablished as corporations. Thus, their
canons continued to enjoy socio-economic and political
privileges, even though they had lost their clerical function.35

Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that not only the
Reformed, but also Catholics — both priests and laymen —

33 Van de Water, Groot Placaatboek, iii, 466 (18 June 1580).
34 A. van Hulzen, Utrechtse kerken en kerkgebouwen (Baarn, 1985), passim; A.

van Hulzen, Utrechtse kloosters en gasthuizen (Baarn, 1986), passim, esp. 48, 57;
Duco Gerrold Rengers Hora Siccama, De geestelijke en kerkelijke goederen onder het
cannonieke, het gereformeerde en het neutrale recht: Historisch-juridisch verhandeling,
voornamelijk uit Utrechtsche gegevens samengesteld (Utrecht, 1905), 347–69, 394–
419, 622–762.

35 Kaplan, Calvinists and Libertines, 113–16; Kaplan, Reformation and the
Practice of Toleration, 109; Rengers Hora Siccama, De geestelijke en kerkelijke goede-
ren onder het cannonieke, het gereformeerde en het neutrale recht, 396–414.
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could be appointed to these prominent positions until 1615,
when the Provincial States decided that, from then on, the
Reformed alone were to be eligible as canons.36 Following this
decision, the number of Catholic canons in Utrecht steadily
declined until the death of Gerard van der Steen in 1680 as the
last Catholic (lay) canon. As will become clear, Catholic canons
successfully exploited their powerful socio-economic status for
Catholic survival by creating and safeguarding their sacred
spaces.

In the city court of Utrecht, the sheriff (schout) acted as
prosecutor and presided over the city court, where the aldermen
(schepenen) constituted the jury and pronounced sentences
independently of the sheriff. When a Catholic Mass was
detected, the lay representatives of, and participants in, the
illegal gathering were liable to a fine, while the presiding priest
faced banishment. Since the sheriff received a part (in some
cases, even half) of the fine, there undoubtedly was an economic
incentive to filing lawsuits.37 In 1581, it was stipulated that no
one was to be allowed to practise the Catholic faith, whether ‘in
secret, or in public’.38 This decision was reconfirmed in 1584/5,
1588 and 1610, with the following proviso recalling the Union
of Utrecht: magistrates were not to allow people to ‘inquire into
someone’s conscience, or conduct an investigation in someone’s
house’.39 Here the realm of the conscience was virtually
identified with the physical space inside the house. Nevertheless,
anti-Catholicism continued to grow and was even legalized. In
1622, one year after the expiry of the Twelve Years’ Truce of the
Eighty Years’ War against Spain, the States General
promulgated a harsh anti-Catholic edict that was soon adopted
by the province of Utrecht. The version of this edict as it was
reissued in 1629 confirmed that Catholics were forbidden to
assemble and to practise their ‘superstition’ anywhere, including

36 Van de Water, Groot Placaatboek, i, 218 (8 June 1615).
37 Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the Public Sphere’, 91–100; Genji Yasuhira,

‘Delimitation of the “Public” and Freedom of Conscience: Catholics’ Survival
Tactics in Legal Discourses in Utrecht, 1630–1659’, Early Modern Low Countries,
iii, 1 (2019), 92–4.

38 Van de Water, Groot Placaatboek, i, 350 (26 Aug. 1581): ‘in ’t heymelyk, ofte
in ’t openbaar’.

39 Ibid., i, 158–66 (11 Sep. 1584, 10 Sep. 1585, 9 Feb. 1588, 6 Feb., 2 Apr.
1610): ‘men op yemants conscientie sal inquireren, of in yemants huysinge
ondersoek doen’.
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‘Churches, or private houses and places, on the field, in ships or
boats’.40 Around 1640, the main target of the anti-Catholic
legislation shifted from priests to laypeople who opened their
homes for Catholic gatherings and harboured ecclesiastics. A
provincial edict first issued in 1639 announced that if judicial
officers were to request the search of a house belonging to
Catholics, ‘all the doors, shutters, cases, chests, and other
suspicious places’ were to be opened for them.41 In 1640,
owners and residents of Catholic houses were likewise ordered
to show the sheriff all the doors, entrances and exits.42 In theory,
Utrecht’s Catholics thus were no longer allowed to practise their
faith even in their private homes. In a vivid departure from the
textbook image of a Dutch toleration shown by Erasmian
regents, Utrecht’s magistrates judicially vindicated prosecution
for Catholic activities, even when they took place behind the
threshold of private homes.

How, then, were these anti-Catholic edicts applied in practice?
A systematic analysis of the legal records reveals that patterns of
prosecution against Catholic assembly changed over time,
according to the politico-religious circumstances. In the city
court of Utrecht, Catholics were prosecuted for illegal
gatherings held in public facilities and in their houses in seventy-
five cases between 1620 and 1672. This period can be
subdivided into four. During the 1620s and 1630s, when the
war against the Habsburg monarchy resumed after the end of
the Twelve Years’ Truce in 1621, only nine cases concerned
Catholic assemblies, amounting to 0.5 cases per year. From
1640 to 1648, that is, the last phase of the Dutch Revolt,
Catholics were accused of holding assemblies in seventeen cases,
or 1.9 cases per year. For the post-war period from 1649 to
1659, when the Dutch Republic redefined itself as an
independent Protestant state, twenty-six such lawsuits were
found, or 2.4 cases per year. From this point in time onwards,
the frequency declined, as there were twenty-three such cases, or
1.8 cases per year, from 1660 until the beginning of the French

40 Ibid., i, 397–400 (26 Feb. 1622, 8 Sep. 1629): ‘Kercken, ofte particuliere
huysen ende plaatsen, op den velde, in schepen, ofte schuyten’.

41 Ibid., i, 395–6 (9 Apr. 1639): ‘alle dueren, luyken, kassen, kisten, ende
andere suspecte plaatsen’.

42 HUA, SAII, 121-19, 4 May 1640; Van de Water, Groot Placaatboek, iii, 468–
9 (27 July 1640).
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occupation of Utrecht in 1672.43 These numbers seem to reflect
not only the aforementioned national and international political
circumstances, but also the composition of the public authority
in local settings. From Prince Maurice’s purge of Remonstrant
magistrates in 1618 until around 1651, the Utrecht city council
was dominated by orthodox Calvinists under the influence of
Voetius, a bitter adversary of Catholicism. Then, from around
1660 to 1672, political power fell into the hands of the
‘moderate’ Republicans.44 Besides, from 1659 to 1677, the
appointed sheriff was Frederik Ruysch (1601–77), who built up
friendships with a number of Catholic priests, including the
Apostolic Vicar Johannes van Neercassel (1626–86).45 These
factors at least partly explain the steady increase in the number
of trials involving Catholic assemblies from 1620 to the 1650s
and the relative decline after 1660.

While previous studies have focused almost exclusively on
clandestine churches as a static cultural phenomenon, the
present survey of the legal records suggests that Catholic meeting
places in Utrecht shifted over the course of the seventeenth
century from public facilities to their houses. Among the seventy-
five legal proceedings, there were four trials pertaining to
Catholic gatherings at public facilities (three cases in monasteries
or convents and one in a hospice), and all four of them occurred
during the 1620s and 1630s. Then, the frequency of trials
relating to illegal Catholic assembly in homes, including
clandestine churches, rose from 0.8 cases per year between 1620
and 1648 (twenty-two cases in total) to 2.0 cases per year
between 1649 and 1672 (forty-nine cases in total).46 This
quantitative observation on the chronological trend finds overall
confirmation in other contemporary testimonies from the
minutes of the city council and the Reformed consistory, which
nevertheless also slightly nuance it, as discussed below.

43 HUA, SAII, 2236-2–2236-5; HUA, SAII, 2244-42–2244-132. See also
Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the Public Sphere’, 83–93; Yasuhira, ‘Delimitation of
the “Public” and Freedom of Conscience’, 85–8.

44 Forclaz, Catholiques au défi de la Réforme, 70–6, 107–26; Yasuhira, ‘Civic
Agency in the Public Sphere’, 56, 65–80, 83–90; Yasuhira, ‘Swarm of
“Locusts” ’, 189, 197.

45 HUA, Apostolische vicarissen van de Hollandse Zending, 246, 14 Aug.
1674.

46 Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the Public Sphere’, 83–93; Yasuhira,
‘Delimitation of the “Public” and Freedom of Conscience’, 85–8.
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Other contemporary testimonies

Physical and material remnants of medieval Catholicism long
persisted in public facilities, allowing Catholics to regard such
public spaces still as theirs. In 1620, the Reformed consistory
petitioned the city council to eradicate the ‘numerous remnants
of the Idolatry of the Papacy’ in the ‘public churches,
monasteries, convents etc.’, including ‘[a]ltars, images, ora pro
nobis, prayers for the souls [in purgatory], etc.’.47 That same
year, the city magistrates observed that people of the ‘Roman
Religion’ were daily holding large assemblies to practise their
‘superstition’, especially in monasteries and convents. These
gatherings were regarded as ‘public assemblies and conventicles’,
causing ‘contempt of the public authority’.48 In 1622, Utrecht
magistrates ordered that ‘those Idolatrous Images and Altars in
the Convents be thrown under the feet’.49 Nevertheless, by 1635
such ‘idolatrous’ things could still be found. For this reason, the
city council once again prohibited trustees of convents and
the beguinage from hanging sacred images, crosses and
‘superstitious’ drawings on the walls.50 As for the hospices, in
1633 the city council instructed the substitute sheriff to make an
inventory of sacred images, ornaments and other objects for the
‘practice of the popish superstitions and idolatries’ in all the
hospices, especially St Anthony hospice and the Holy Cross
hospice, and to remove them.51 However, they did not disappear
altogether.52 Thus, in 1637 the city council declared that trustees
of hospices were to remove all the ‘Papist’ images and ornaments
within twenty-four hours, or else they would face a fine.53 In
1638, magistrates created a list of ‘offensive paintings and images,

47 HUA, Nederlandse hervormde gemeente Utrecht, kerkeraad (hereafter KR),
3, 23 Nov. 1620: ‘veele reliquen vande Afgoderijen des Pausdoms’, ‘openbaeren
kercken, cloosteren, conventen etc.’ and ‘Altaeren, beelden, ora pro nobis, bidt
voor de ziele etc.’.

48 HUA, SAII, 121-8, 7 Sep. 1620: ‘openbare vergaderingen ende conventicu-
len’ and ‘verachtinge vande publycke auctoriteyt’.

49 HUA, SAII, 121-10, 29 Oct. 1622: ‘die Affgodische Beelden ende Altaren
inde Conventen sall gaen onder de voeten werpen’.

50 HUA, SAII, 121-17, 20 Apr. 1635. Similar reports can be found in HUA,
SAII, 121-18, 6 Aug. 1638.

51 HUA, SAII, 121-16, 15 Apr. 1633: ‘exercitie vande paepsche superstitien
ende affgederijen’.

52 HUA, SAII, 121-17, 20 Apr. 1635.
53 HUA, SAII, 121-18, 6 Nov. 1637.
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remnants of the Papacy in [public] churches, Monasteries, and
elsewhere’ in Utrecht. Special attention was paid to the former
Dom cathedral and the collegiate church of St Marie.54

Even in the second half of the seventeenth century, Catholic
material remnants could still be found in Utrecht’s public
facilities. In the Wittevrouwen convent, for instance, crosses and
‘popish pictures’ were discovered in 1653.55 Likewise,
‘superstitious’ statues and images were found in the same
convent and in the Agnieten monastery in 1658.56 The
Reformed consistory remarked that year that ‘superstitious’
statues and images still existed in public churches and ‘public
places’ in the city.57 Although the ‘expurgation of the interior’ of
the Dom through the destruction of its altars and statues is said
to have been completed no later than 1595,58 in 1659, there
were still ‘offensive’ (ergerlijke) stained glass panes and other
‘idolatrous’ and ‘superstitious’ monuments that Reformed
ministers noted for the record.59 Notwithstanding, the absence
of legal records indicating that Catholic activities were found
taking place in public facilities in the second half of the
seventeenth century, the magistrates and the Reformed Church
confirmed that the Catholic faith continued to be visible there.

Since the outlawing of their worship in 1580, Utrecht’s
Catholics had continued to gather in their homes to practise
their faith in spite of the prohibition. From the late 1620s, the
public authorities began to pay close attention to Catholic
spatial practices in and around their houses and on public
streets. According to the sheriff who appeared before the city
council in 1628, Catholics used the ‘whole streets as they want’,
and in various places could come in and go out wherever they
wanted to, ‘through their houses, gardens, and premises’, thus
enabling them to evade judicial investigation.60 Around 1630,
Rudolphus Francisci, a former Catholic priest who had

54 Ibid., 6 Aug. 1638: ‘argerlijcke schilderijen ende beelden reliquien vant
Pausdom in kercken, Cloosters ende elders’.

55 HUA, KR, 6, 17 Oct. 1653: ‘paepsche tafereelen’.
56 HUA, KR, 7, 30 Aug. 1658.
57 Ibid., 23 Aug. 1658: ‘publijcke plaetsen’.
58 Arie de Groot, ‘Internal Arrangements in the Utrecht Cathedral before and

after the Reformation’, in Elisabeth de Bièvre (ed.), Utrecht, Britain and the
Continent: Archaeology, Art and Architecture (Leeds, 1996), 256–7.

59 HUA, KR, 7, 21 Nov. 1659.
60 HUA, SAII, 121-13, 7 Apr. 1628: ‘geheele straten tot haer wille hebben’

and ‘door hare huysingen, hoven, ende erven’.
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converted to Reformed Protestantism, affirmed that Utrecht’s
Catholics had ‘innumerable’ ‘highly secret entrances’ which
were interconnected and used to escape from the judicial
officers.61 Upon the order of the city council and the Provincial
States, the sheriff conducted investigations into Catholic spatial
practices in 1641, visiting their houses and premises, and taking
notes on doors and entrances or exits there.62 Based on a survey
of Catholic ‘conventicles’ offered by the Reformed ministers in
1647, the consistory informed the city council of places of
Catholic assembly and of priests’ residences, including those
around the Mariahoek district.63

Following the Peace of Münster in 1648, magistrates began to
respond to the pleas from the Reformed Church concerning
Catholic spatial practices in and around their houses and on
public streets. In 1649, the city council permitted militia
captains to undertake an investigation into the entrances and
exits of Catholic houses.64 Several months later, the magistrates
received the results and ordered Catholics in some quarters to
close their entrances and exits within fourteen days, under pain
of fine.65 Nevertheless, the consistory remarked that the
‘boldness of Papists’ was growing daily due to the sheer number
of doors and entrances and exits to Catholic houses, as well as
the ‘free and very public residence’ of priests.66 The consistory
therefore demanded of the city council that it close the entrances
and exits that did not lead to public streets.67 Until the mid
1650s, magistrates organized further investigations, led by the
sheriff, on ‘all Catholic houses’, especially those near the
Catholic ‘hotspots’ in and around the Nieuwegracht and
the Mariahoek.68 According to the consistory, Catholics were
‘publicly’ establishing an increasing number of clandestine

61 HUA, SAII, 2244-86, n.d. (Samuel Muller (ed.), ‘Getuigenis van een afvalli-
gen priester over de organisatie der rooms-katholieke kerk in Nederland omstreeks
1630’, AAU, xiv (1886), 243): ‘ontallijcke’ and ‘seer secreete toegangen’.

62 HUA, SAII, 121-19, 1 Feb. 1641.
63 HUA, KR, 5, 3, 17, 24 May and 2, 9, 26 Aug. 1647.
64 HUA, SAII, 121-23, 26 Apr. 1649.
65 Ibid., 23 Aug., 1 Sep. 1649.
66 HUA, KR, 5, 15 Oct. 1649: ‘vrij ende genoch openbaer wonen’.
67 Ibid., 10, 17 Dec. 1649; HUA, SAII, 121-23, 17, 19 Dec. 1649.
68 HUA, KR, 6, 3 Apr. 1654; HUA, SAII, 121-23, 10 June 1650; HUA, SAII,

121-24, 28 Feb. 1652; HUA, SAII, 121-25, 10, 22 Apr., 8 May, 1 Nov. 1654, 4,
29 Jan. 1655.
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churches in the mid 1660s.69 In 1665, the city court exhibited
reports concerning Catholic spatial practices, referring to specific
houses, in particular around the Nieuwegracht and Mariahoek,
where numerous Catholics, including priests and klopjes (semi-
religious Catholic women), were living together and had installed
heavy doors to forestall judicial investigations.70 By 1672,
Catholics had fourteen ‘fortified’ clandestine churches — eleven
within the city walls, and three outside — where secular or regular
priests took shelter.71 Around these clandestine churches, Catholics
formed crypto parishes called ‘stations’ (staties) as if they still
enjoyed the Catholic parochial life of old.

The legal records suggest that Catholics gradually shifted their
meeting places from public facilities to their houses over the
course of the seventeenth century. Other contemporary
testimonies not only vindicate the process of the legalization of
anti-Catholicism, but also testify to a variety of spatial practices
by Catholics both in public facilities, and in and around their
houses throughout the century in everyday life in Utrecht.

IV
CATHOLIC SPATIAL PRACTICES IN PUBLIC FACILITIES

With this quantitative and chronological examination of
Catholic spatial practices in Utrecht in place, we can move on to
a qualitative analysis, beginning with the first round of our urban
tour, which stops at the public facilities. While previous studies
have paid attention above all to the activities that Dutch
Catholics performed within their private homes, the analysis will
show that Utrecht’s Catholics were rather bold in demonstrating
their religiosity in the city’s public facilities. Catholic activities
will be presented in a gradation from less to more apparent.
Beginning with activities in public church buildings, the centre
of religious life for Christians, the analysis will move on to
monasteries and convents, and, finally, to hospices.

69 HUA, KR, 8, 30 June 1665.
70 HUA, SAII, 616, 29 Apr. 1665 (J. H. Hofman (ed.), ‘Allerlei, betreffende

de stadt Utrecht’, AAU, v (1878), 183–9). On klopjes in general, see Monteiro,
Geestelijke maagden; Spaans, De Levens der Maechden.

71 Lettres historiques de Monsieur Pellisson, 3 vols. (Paris, 1729), i, 212 (report
written on 5 July 1672); L. J. Rogier, Geschiedenis van het katholicisme in Noord-
Nederland in de 16e en de 17e eeuw, 3 vols. (Amsterdam, 1945–7), ii, 395–6.
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Public church buildings

Although all public church buildings in Utrecht were reserved for
Reformed religious services alone, their practical management
was not entrusted to the consistory, but to churchwardens
(kerkmeesters), who were appointed by the city council and did
not always give in to the confessionalizing demands of the
consistory concerning church interiors.72 As the only public
church of the Dutch Republic, the Reformed Church was
required to serve everyone, regardless of religion. Thus, even
Catholics could baptize their children, marry and be buried
there. The fact that they could still enter public church buildings
and participate in rites there may have strengthened their sense
that those sacred spaces still belonged to them.73

Catholic funerals traditionally were a very public, communal
ritual. Conformity to the starkly sober Reformed custom therefore
offended Catholic sensibilities. Eventually, Dutch Catholics were
to develop new customs of mourning, shifting the scene of the
ritual from public church buildings and public cemeteries to
domestic, private spaces.74 Given this general pattern, it is notable
that Utrecht’s Catholics seem to have been quite persistent in
finding ways to preserve as much of their ritual funerary
programme as possible. In 1638, for instance, ‘superstition’ was
exercised in the choir of the collegiate church of St Pieter during
the funeral of a noblewoman of unknown faith.75 A Catholic
member of the Knighthood, Peter van Hardenbroek (1593–1658),
was fined by the city council for violating an edict when he used an
‘illicit’ (ongeoorlooffde) decoration at the funeral of his daughter.76

(cont. on p. 59)

72 Judith Pollmann, ‘The Cleansing of the Temple: Church Space and Its
Meanings in the Dutch Republic’, in José Pedro Paiva (ed.), Religious Ceremonials
and Images: Power and Social Meaning (1400–1750) (Coimbra, 2002), 182:
Rengers Hora Siccama, De geestelijke en kerkelijke goederen onder het cannonieke, het
gereformeerde en het neutrale recht, 347–69.

73 For an excellent analysis of early modern Dutch Catholic claims to public
church buildings as legal, sacred and social spaces, see Jaap Geraerts,
‘Competing Sacred Spaces in the Dutch Republic: Confessional Integration and
Segregation’, European History Quarterly, li, 1 (2021).

74 Mudde, ‘Rouwen in de marge’. For funerals in the Dutch Republic, see also
Judith Pollmann, ‘Burying the Dead; Reliving the Past: Ritual, Resentment and
Sacred Space in the Dutch Republic’, in Benjamin J. Kaplan, Bob Moore, Henk
van Nierop and Judith Pollmann (eds.), Catholic Communities in Protestant States:
Britain and the Netherlands, c.1570–1720 (Manchester, 2009).

75 HUA, SAII, 121-18, 17 Sep. 1638.
76 HUA, SAII, 121-19, 7 Sep. 1640. For provincial edicts, which were issued

and reissued on several occasions between 1585 and 1626, aiming to prohibit the
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Likewise, Catholics continued to place candles around the corpse
and to pray for the dead in public churches or churchyards, all
‘popish superstition’, as the Reformed Church claimed.77

Memories of medieval Catholicism were not only preserved,
but also newly revealed and revived through the Catholic
material remnants in Utrecht’s public churches. On the evening
of 27 November 1656, the grave of St Bernulphus, Bishop of
Utrecht (in office 1027–54), in the choir of the collegiate church
of St Pieter, was exhumed.78 A Catholic believer named
Heindrick Gijsbertsz Weyman delightedly reported this ‘miracle’
to one of his co-religionists in Cologne. According to Weyman,
people found there the ‘episcopal garment, with his staff, a
golden ring on his hand, a silver gilded chalice, and [a] dish’. He
noted: ‘Here thousands of people have come to see [the relics],
including those of the Catholic faith with devotion, as well as
those of other religions with curiosity, many of whom mocked
and joked about [the relics]’.79 Catholics succeeded in
safeguarding the relics from destruction or confiscation by the
Reformed, and these were to be preserved by the already
secularized chapter of St Pieter. A report by the chapter’s
secretary testifies that many Catholics were coming there daily
‘with great devotion’ for the relics.80 The relics brought
Utrecht’s Catholics ‘miracles’ — or, Catholic ecclesiastics used
the relics as a confessional ‘weapon’ in their apologetics. In
1688, the Apostolic Vicar Petrus Codde (1648–1710) reported
that the chalice of St Bernulphus ‘miraculously’ cured the
serious respiratory illness of a local Catholic woman Joanna
Tibbel.81

(n. 76 cont.)

decoration of corpses or gravestones, see Van de Water, Groot Placaatboek, iii,
527–9.

77 HUA, KR, 5, 2 Feb. 1646, 10 Jan., 28 Feb. 1648; HUA, SAII, 121-21, 16
Feb. 1646; HUA, SAII, 121-22, 6 Mar. 1648.

78 HUA, Kapittel van Sint Pieter, 114-a.
79 G. A. Evers (ed.), ‘De sarcophaag van bisschop Bernulphus’, Maandblad

Oud-Utrecht, xx (1947), 90: ‘bisschoplijcke gewaeyt, met sijn staff, een gouden
rinck an sijn handt en een sillevere vergult kelcxken en pateelken’ and ‘Hier heb-
ben duesenden van menschen commen kijcken, die katholijcke met divotie, die
van andere religie uut nieusciericheit, waervan der veel spotten en geckten’.

80 HUA, Kapittel van Sint Pieter, 114-a: ‘met grote devotie’.
81 Bogaers, Aards,betrokken, en zelfbewust, 605; Parker, Faith on the Margins,

180.
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Well into the latter half of the seventeenth century, Utrecht’s
Catholics continued to attach their own religious meanings to
spaces of the public church buildings, and also gave new
confessional values to those spaces, where they sometimes acted
identifiably as Catholics. But even more audacious spatial
practices took place in monasteries and convents.

Monasteries and convents

Monasteries and convents had functioned as sacred spaces
during medieval times, but were officially secularized in post-
Reformation Utrecht. As noted above, some of them were in
the possession of the Knighthood, in which Catholic nobles still
held chairs in the seventeenth century. Their presence in the
Knighthood may have allowed Catholics to imagine that
monasteries and convents were still in Catholic use.

In order to safeguard their worship and to protect their priests,
Catholics utilized multiple entrances and exits to the
monasteries and convents. As a result, magistrates decided that
all the entrances and exits to Catholic houses that belonged to
convents were to be closed, and their keys kept in city hall.82

One day in 1628, the sheriff was informed that Catholics were
planning to gather in the Jeruzalem Convent. However, when he
raided the place, he found nothing except the scattered holy
water. Appearing before the city council, the sheriff explained
that the Catholics had escaped the judicial officers using the
many entrances and exits in the convent. He petitioned the
magistrates to stipulate that every monastery and convent only
have a single entrance or exit. Yet the city council all but ignored
this request.83 Despite urgent demands from the sheriff,
magistrates seemed hesitant to infringe on the rights to which
the owners of monasteries or convents, including the
Knighthood, were entitled over their territories and buildings.
Behind this indecision, the agency of the Catholics seems
indirect.

However, Catholics sometimes also held large-scale
assemblies in monasteries and convents, testifying to a more
direct and evident agency on their part. Around ten o’clock in
the morning on Ascension Day, 1622, the sheriff together with

82 HUA, SAII, 121-10, 12 July 1624.
83 HUA, SAII, 121-13, 14 Jan., 7 Apr. 1628.
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other judicial officers visited the Abraham Dole monastery.
They knew that Catholics were saying Mass in a room in the
monastery on that ‘popish’ feast day. However, the room was far
from the front entrance, and the Catholics had closed numerous
doors in-between. By keeping the doors closed, they were able to
prevent the judicial officers from reaching them. Judging from
the sound of the crowd, the sheriff estimated that there may have
been more than two hundred Catholics in attendance.84 In
1624, thirteen or fourteen Catholics, including the Dominican
friar Paulus van der Rijst, as well as beguines and residents of the
monastery, were found holding a gathering in the Arkel
monastery.85 A decade later, the sheriff and substitute sheriff
learned that Catholics were planning to hold ‘conventicles’ in
various places on 15 August 1636, the feast day of the
Assumption of Mary, another ‘popish’ ceremonial day.
Accordingly, they rushed to the Cecilia convent where they
found more than two hundred Catholics gathered. Behind the
crowds, the sheriff caught a glimpse of someone wearing
vestments. However, Catholic women threw themselves in the
way of the sheriff to prevent him from reaching the door through
which the priest managed to escape. Responding to the report
from the sheriff, the city council ordered that all the entrances to
the convent, which provided access to and from the
neighbouring houses, were to be closed immediately.86 Four
years later, however, the city council found ‘two secret doors or
holes’ in the Cecilia convent, leading to the neighbouring
premises. Magistrates judged that Catholics were still using
these doors or holes to prevent judicial officers from
apprehending their priests.87

Through their spatial practices, using doors and entrances and
exits, Catholics secured their sacred spaces in the officially
secularized monasteries and convents, allowing their presiding

84 HUA, SAII, 2244-46, fasc. 11, 31 May 1622.
85 HUA, SAII, 2236-2, 26 May 1624 (A. J. J. Hoogland (ed.), ‘De gevangen-

neming van Pater Paulus van der Rijst te Utrecht’, AAU, viii (1880), 243); HUA,
SAII, 2244-53, fasc. 8, 24 Jan. 1624 (Hoogland (ed.), ‘De gevangenneming’,
240).

86 HUA, SAII, 121-17, 15 Aug. 1636, 12 Sep. 1636; HUA, SAII, 2236-3, 31
Dec. 1636.

87 HUA, SAII, 121-19, 25 June, 8, 22 July 1640: ‘twee heymelicke deurgangen
off gaten’.
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priests to escape arrest. Catholic activities were perhaps most
tangible in Utrecht’s hospices, however.

Hospices

One aspect rarely noted in previous scholarship is the way
Catholics, despite repeated prohibitions, continued to hold
positions as trustees or overseers in Utrecht’s hospices until at
least the early 1660s.88 This partly derived from the practical
circumstance that members of the Catholic socio-economic
elite were needed by Utrechters, including Protestants, as
administrators of, and donors to, such public charitable
institutions as the municipal almshouse (Stads Aalmoezenierskamer)
and the hospices.89 The presence of their co-religionists as trustees
and overseers of hospices may well have enabled Catholics to
regard them as their own sacred spaces, although legally the use of
the chapels was reserved for Reformed preachers alone.

Hospices had had their own chapels since medieval times.
Catholic priests were forbidden to visit hospices, but they did
sometimes manage to sneak in to preside over Catholic
sacraments.90 Around Christmas 1634, Catholics gathered in St
Job hospice outside the Catharijne gate. When interrogated by
judicial officers, a resident of the hospice named Jan Jansz van
Soest testified that the priest Paulus van Geresteyn had opened
the door of St Job church adjacent to the hospice on the
morning of 22 December 1634. After he and two women had
entered the church, other elderly people, together with a woman
whom Van Soest guessed to be a klopje, followed them and
closed the door of the church. After a while, they came out of
the church and entered the hospice. According to Van Soest,

88 For lists of the trustees to the hospices, or for documents concerning their
appointment (for two hospices), see HUA, Bewaarde archieven II (hereafter
BAII), 1254; HUA, BAII, 1604. For the minutes of five hospices, see HUA,
BAII, 1258; HUA, BAII, 1606-1; HUA, BAII, 1606-2; HUA, BAII, 1840-1;
HUA, BAII, 1987-1; HUA, BAII, 2205-1; HUA, BAII, 2205-2. For an analysis
of these sources, see Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the Public Sphere’, 139–40.

89 For the indispensable role well-to-do Catholics played in negotiations on
poverty and charity in Utrecht, see Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the Public
Sphere’, 275–306; Genji Yasuhira, ‘Confessional Coexistence and Perceptions of
the “Public”: Catholics’ Agency in Negotiations on Poverty and Charity in
Utrecht, 1620s–1670s’, BMGN – Low Countries Historical Review, cxxxii, 4
(2017).

90 Van de Water, Groot Placaatboek, iii, 467–8 (14 July 1624).
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Van Geresteyn frequently visited the sick in the hospice.
Accompanied by Catholic residents living in the hospice, the
priest often entered St Job church and closed its door, although
Van Soest was unable to clarify explicitly whether the Catholics
were practising their faith there. Van Soest, or the author of the
interrogation report, seems to have noted deliberately that
Catholics were creating an invisible space inside the public
church building by closing the door.91 Here we find a liminality
of the physical and material ‘public’ whose boundary was shifted
by Catholic spatial practices.

The Holy Cross hospice outside the Wittevrouwen gate was
one of the most popular sites for Catholics. A reason for its
popularity was the relic of an alleged fragment of the holy cross
which had been kept in a chapel of the hospice since its
establishment in the fifteenth century.92 Despite the existing
prohibitions, Catholics were appointed trustees to the hospice at
least from 1643 to 1662.93 On 3 May 1628, the Catholic feast
day of the Holy Cross, Catholics gathered in this hospice to
practise ‘horrible idolatry and superstition’. On that same day,
‘many barges full of people were transporting the sick there from
Lopik [a village near Utrecht] and other places, in order to
exercise this idolatry and for pilgrimages’.94 Two months later,
the city council instructed trustees of the hospice to remove the
Catholic images and to close the hospice on 3 May every year to
prevent Catholics from exercising their ‘superstition’ on their
feast day.95 Nevertheless, according to the minutes of the city
council of 1633, Catholics also assembled in the hospice on
Fridays, in particular Good Friday, to practise their ‘diverse
superstitions’. The city council ordered the trustees of the
hospice to close all the doors, windows, and entrances and exits
between Thursday evening and Friday evening.96 Subsequently,

91 HUA, SAII, 121-17, 29 Dec. 1634; HUA, SAII, 2244-80, 30 Jan. 1635.
92 Peter Jan Margry and Charles Caspers (eds.), Bedevaartplaatsen in Nederland,

4 vols. (Amsterdam, 1997–2000), i, Noord- en Midden-Nederland, 759–60. For
Dutch Catholic pilgrimages across the politico-geographical border, see
Lenarduzzi, Katholiek in de Republiek; Wingens, Over de grens.

93 HUA, BAII, 1840-1, passim (at least 1643–62).
94 HUA, KR, 4, 18 May 1628: ‘growlicke affgoderie ende superstitie’ and

‘veele schuyten vol menschen tot pleginge deser affgoderie en bedevaerden van
Lopick en andere plaetsen sieck daerhenen transporteren’.

95 HUA, SAII, 121-13, 8 July 1628.
96 HUA, SAII, 121-16, 15 Apr. 1633.
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in 1638, numerous Catholics came to a room in the hospice called
the ‘Offering Room’ (Offer Camertgen) to practise their
‘superstition’, conducting their ‘superstition of pilgrimages’ on the
feast day of the Holy Cross.97 On 25 April 1639, the Reformed
consistory postponed sermons in hospices to the next week, in
order to warn against the ‘superstition’ which had been ‘ordinarily’
practised outside the Wittevrouwen gate, probably in the Holy
Cross hospice, particularly on the feast day of the Holy Cross.98

After this date, the minutes of the city council and the
consistory contain no further references to the cult of the holy
cross in the hospice. However, in his mission report to Rome
from 1656, the Apostolic Vicar Jacobus de la Torre (1608–61)
does mention the cult in the Holy Cross hospice:

In the other [hospice] of the Holy Cross near the city walls, a com-
memoration and a huge cult of the Holy Cross has existed from times
of old, and Catholics from abroad rush there even in this tempest [of
Protestant rule] for the sake of prayer, since God is working various
miracles there.99

Indeed, Catholics continued to be active in the Holy Cross
hospice even in the second half of the seventeenth century. On
the night of 31 January 1650, a priest named Johannes Schade
was invited into the hospice by his father, Pieter, who was an
advocate at the provincial court and a trustee to the Holy Cross
hospice, in order to anoint dying women.100 In 1652, when
Pieter Schade was still a trustee of the hospice, the Reformed
consistory was informed of Catholic trustees of the same hospice
who were practising their ‘superstitions’.101 It is worth mentioning

97 HUA, SAII, 121-18, 3 Dec. 1638; HUA, KR, 4, 10 May 1638: ‘superstitie
van de bevaerden’.

98 HUA, KR, 4, 10 May 1638, 25 Apr. 1639. In the Utrecht suburbs in gen-
eral, Catholics practised their faith actively, albeit illegally. Yasuhira, ‘Civic
Agency in the Public Sphere’, 343–6.

99 Anthonius van Lommel (ed.), ‘Relatio seu descriptio status religionis
Catholicae in Hollandia . . . anno 1656’, AAU, x (1882), 175: ‘In alio vero
S[anc]tae Crucis juxta civitatis moenia ab antiquo memoria et cultus maximus
fuit ejusdem S[anc]tae Crucis, accurrentibus voti causa etiam hac tempestate
undequaque Catholicis et Deo varia ibidem miracula operante’. Almost the same
description can be found in the mission report from the Apostolic Vicar Rovenius
and other secular priests, including De la Torre, to Rome in 1638. A. J. J.
Hoogland (ed.), ‘Descriptio status, in quo anno 1638 erat religio Catholica’,
AAU, xii (1884), 192.

100 HUA, KR, 5, 4, 11 Feb. 1650; HUA, SAII, 121-23, 18 Feb. 1650.
101 HUA, KR, 6, 28 Sep. 1652. For the trusteeship of Pieter Schade, see HUA,

BAII, 1840-1, passim (at least 1643–53).
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that in 1661, when at least one Catholic (Nicolaes Dierhout) was
serving the same hospice as a trustee, the Reformed consistory
asked the trustees to lower the curtains to cover the stained glass
panes, at least while Reformed ministers were preaching there.102

Here the Reformed Church seems to have given up hope of
getting rid of the ‘superstitious’ images of the hospice’s stained
glass windows.

Catholics were therefore quite bold in giving expression to
their religiosity in Utrecht’s hospices, as the presence of Catholic
trustees or overseers there made it possible for them to continue
to treat the public space as their own.

While previous studies typically assumed that Dutch Catholics
retreated from the urban public space in the wake of the
Protestant Reformation and the Dutch Revolt, restricting their
religious expression to the inside of their private homes,
Utrecht’s Catholics prove to have been far more active in
demonstrating their faith in the city’s public facilities. The
physical and material presence of Catholicism there pushed
Catholics to continue to regard such public spaces as ‘their’
sacred spaces. Two aspects of Catholic spatial practices for their
survival deserve to be noted here: continuity from the Middle
Ages, and adjustment to the early modern multi-confessional
society.

To Catholics, the space of such public facilities, where they
found material remnants of the medieval Catholic past until the
late seventeenth century, still seemed more sacred than others —
a typical Catholic sensibility of gradation of sanctity maintained
since medieval times. The pilgrimages to the Holy Cross
hospice, where Catholics were persistently able to appoint their
trustees in spite of existing prohibitions, is a clear example of the
continuity of Catholicism. On the other hand, Catholics
adjusted themselves in a flexible manner to the environment of
confessional coexistence under Reformed rule. They undertook
such spatial practices as the new installation of doors and
entrances or exits when they illegally sneaked into monasteries,
convents and hospices for their worship. Catholics time and

102 HUA, BAII, 1840-1, passim (at least 1645, 1647–62); HUA, KR, 8, 9 Sep.
1661.
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again re-installed and re-visualized their material objects in
public facilities to counter the Protestant efforts to exclude
Catholic remnants there and to render them invisible. The
discovery of the sarcophagus of St Bernold in St Pieter’s church
allowed Catholics to assign renewed confessional significance to
the church, and to mobilize the relics to validate Catholicism in
the midst of ‘heretics’. Catholics created invisible spaces inside
the public church of St Job by closing the doors whenever they
practised their faith. The public spaces of such facilities were not
just lieux de mémoire of a lost medieval Catholicism, but also
lived spaces of early modern outlawed Catholicism. Through
their spatial practices, which featured both continuity and
adjustment, Utrecht’s Catholics managed both to preserve their
traditional sacred spaces and to create new ones, thereby
transforming the urban space.

V
CATHOLIC SPATIAL PRACTICES IN AND AROUND HOUSES AND ON

PUBLIC STREETS

At this point we begin the second round of our urban tour,
visiting Catholic houses and public streets. A first feature of this
tour are the open clashes between Catholics and the public
authorities or Reformed neighbours, which were provoked by
Catholic spatial practices through their homes, spaces between
houses, and public streets. We will also examine, for the first time,
how the public authorities called in their discourses for the
prosecution of Catholics who held assemblies in private houses.
The urban tour will be completed with a visit to the districts
around the Nieuwegracht and the Mariahoek, where numerous
Catholics, especially members of the socio-economic elite, were
residing. This survey of conflicts occurring in these two Catholic
hotspots will demonstrate how actively and even boldly Catholics,
especially those from the higher social strata, defended their new
sacred spaces through spatial practices, whose dynamic nature
has been underestimated in existing literature.

Open clashes

The large scale on which Catholics were holding illegal
assemblies inside their homes inevitably caught the attention of
the public authorities and Reformed neighbours. In one
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instance, the noblewoman De Edel tightly closed the door of her
house on Christmas Eve 1628, when a number of Catholics
were assembled there. The sheriff tried to interfere with this
assembly by smashing the door with an iron hammer, but in the
end he was unable to enter. To his mind, this represented
‘premeditated resistance’, a ‘disdain of justice and the public
authority’.103 A petition, which the Reformed consistory sent to
the city council in 1648, impatiently complained that Catholics
were holding their gatherings as if they had ‘freedom’ (vryheyt)
of assembly. It claimed that Catholics had already re-established
their bishopric and divided the city into parishes — that is, the
so-called ‘stations’ formed around clandestine churches.104

Existing accounts have argued that Catholics were tolerated as
long as they retreated from the public space and confined their
religiosity to the space inside the threshold of their private
homes.105 Yet, as we have already seen, Utrecht’s public
authorities were more aggressive than this in oppressing
Catholics, quite often assaulting Catholic houses in pursuit of
judicial investigation. How, then, did the public authorities
discursively denounce Catholic assemblies behind the threshold
of their private homes? Closer investigation reveals that fierce
struggles over defining and delimiting the notion of the ‘public’
took place in Utrecht between the public authorities and the
Catholics.106 In 1633, the sheriff complained about Catholic
assemblies which, as he claimed, were at that time ‘so public’.107

Likewise, Catholics were accused in 1661 by the Reformed
consistory of ‘publicly going to [their clandestine] church’, and
in 1665 by the city court of ‘increasing licence’ and of ‘public
attendance at their churches or meeting-places’.108 Similarly, the

103 HUA, SAII, 121-14, 29 Dec. 1628: ‘premeditate resistentie’ and ‘vilipendie
vande justitie ende publycq authoriteyt’.

104 HUA, KR, 5, 28 Feb. 1648.
105 For example, Frijhoff, ‘Dimensions de la coexistence confessionnelle’;

Frijhoff, Embodied Belief, ch. 2; Kaplan, Divided by Faith, ch. 7; Kaplan, ‘Fictions
of Privacy’; Kaplan, Reformation and the Practice of Toleration, ch. 7.

106 On the varying perceptions of the ‘public’ advocated by the public author-
ities and the Catholics in Utrecht, see also Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the Public
Sphere’, passim, esp. 275–306, 374–414; Yasuhira, ‘Confessional Coexistence and
Perceptions of the “Public” ’; Yasuhira, ‘Delimitation of the “Public” and
Freedom of Conscience’.

107 HUA, SAII, 121-16, 4 Nov. 1633: ‘soo publycq’.
108 HUA, KR, 8, 12 Aug. 1661: ‘ ’t openbare kerck gaan’; HUA, SAII, 616, 29

Apr. 1665 (Hofman (ed.), ‘Allerlei, betreffende de stadt Utrecht’, 186): ‘aenge-
wassene licentie ende openbare toeloop na hare kercken ofte vergaderplaetsen’.
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consistory complained in 1670 that many Catholics were going
‘freely in and out of’ their assemblies, in which they ‘freely and
independently’ practised their ‘idolatry’. It was ‘as public and
with almost as much liberty as that [assembly] of the public
church’.109 Another petition from the Reformed Church, this
one submitted in 1662, referred to Catholic gatherings as ‘public
and bold assemblies’. By closing their houses on their feast days,
so the same petition continued, Catholics were declaring
‘publicly’ that they deserved more freedom.110 It is worth noting
that the Reformed Church claimed that Catholic initiatives to
close the doors and to remain inside their private homes on their
holy days were a form of public expression of Catholicism. In a
petition submitted to the Provincial States in the mid
seventeenth century, the Reformed synod of Utrecht grumbled
that Catholics were practising ‘their Idolatry publicly without
any fear’ behind the threshold of their private houses. In this
petition, three elements stand out as criteria for defining what
was ‘public’ from the viewpoint of the public church: the
communal nature of what was going on inside Catholic houses;
the presence of priests, who bound Catholic consciences to
foreign ‘public enemies’; and the use of altars and other objects,
which made Catholic worship a form of ‘idolatry’, offensive to
God and the consciences of the Reformed.111

In this antagonistic situation where the public authorities
defined the ‘public’ unfavourably for Catholics, however, the
latter never abandoned their efforts to safeguard and create their
sacred space inside their houses. Some Catholics civilly
requested instructions from magistrates. In February 1644, for
instance, Anna Catharina Mom, known as the noblewoman Van
Blikkenburg (d.1663), and the nobleman Assuerus van Borculo
petitioned the city council to permit them to install new doors
and entrances or exits in their houses. Upon their request, the
city council found it necessary to delegate someone to inspect

109 HUA, KR, 9, 18 Apr., 6 June 1670: ‘vrij uijt en in’, ‘vrij en vranck’, ‘afgo-
den-diensten’ and ‘so opentlyck en byna met so veel libertyt als die van de
publyqe kercke’.

110 HUA, KR, 8, 2 June 1662; HUA, SAII, 121-27, 2 June 1662: ‘openbare en
stoute bijeemkomsten’ and ‘openbaer’.

111 HUA, Verzameling van Buchel-Booth, 139, probably in 1655 or 1656:
‘sonder eenige vreese hare Afgoderye openbaerlick’.
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the premises visually, but the results of this investigation are not
known.112 This does not mean, however, that the petitioners
evaded legal prosecution. Van Borculo had already been accused
by the city court of hosting a Catholic assembly a month
earlier.113 Likewise, in 1648 and 1655 Van Blikkenburg was
charged by the court with hosting Catholic gatherings in her
house, which functioned as the secular clandestine church of St
Nicolaas Achter de Wal.114

Other Catholics, however, showed themselves to be belligerent
when they faced the public authorities and their Reformed
neighbours. One day in 1644, the sheriff, together with other
judicial officers, raided a house to break up an illegal Catholic
assembly, but the participants prevented them from entering
and insulted them by calling them ‘snitches, crooks, traitors,
devils’.115 An appeal from the public church to the political
authorities reveals that Catholics, even after being fined by the
city court, continued to use their special doors or entrances and
exits, and posted sentries on public streets near the houses
whose owners had already been subject to prosecution.116 In
1649, the sheriff found a heavy door in the house of a Catholic
immigrant woman called Grietgen Janssen, comparing it to the
‘door of a castle’ which, according to him, functioned as a ‘door
for retreat’.117 The 1665 investigation report shows that some
Catholics equipped their houses with heavy doors made of
poplar trees, physically obstructing judicial investigation.118

According to the city council, Catholics were planting trees in
front of their doors to hide visitors from the public eye, drilling
(possibly large) holes through walls (presumably as extra
entrances and exits), and reinforcing doors with iron on the
inside.119 In 1662, the Reformed Church claimed that, after

112 HUA, SAII, 121-20, 2 Feb. 1644.
113 HUA, SAII, 2236-4, 11, 12 Jan. 1644.
114 Ibid., 15 Apr. 1648, 11, 12 June 1655.
115 HUA, SAII, 121-20, 29 Jan. 1644; Van de Water, Groot Placaatboek, iii, 469

(29 Jan. 1644): ‘verklikkers, schelmen, diefleyders, duyvels’.
116 HUA, KR, 7, 4 Sep. 1659.
117 HUA, SAII, 2244-100, fasc. 14, n.d. in 1649/50: ‘deur van een kasteel’ and

‘deur van retraite’. On this legal case against Grietgen Janssen, see also Yasuhira,
‘Civic Agency in the Public Sphere’, esp. 364, 382–5; Yasuhira, ‘Delimitation of
the “Public” and Freedom of Conscience’, esp. 82, 94–5.

118 HUA, SAII, 616, 29 Apr. 1665 (Hofman (ed.), ‘Allerlei, betreffende de stadt
Utrecht’, 183–9).

119 HUA, SAII, 121-27, 24 July, 28 Aug. 1665, 27 Aug. 1666.
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their illegal assemblies, Catholics were even committing violence
against Reformed communicant members on public streets,
noting that three of them had recently suffered.120 Judicial
officers were grossly provoked by Catholics assembled in the
house of Marichge (Maria) Jacobs in 1667, which had formerly
been owned by a renowned Catholic medical doctor named
Anthoni Pelt (1604–61). The sheriff and other judicial officers
had been unable to enter the house and were forced to wait in
front of the closed door. Meanwhile, a man inside told the
sheriff through the iron lattice: ‘Sir, we have committed an
offence, we admit our guilt, but I seem to have mislaid the key’.
The sheriff replied that he ‘had to open the door, to see what
assembly there was’, but the man left without opening. The
sheriff struck the door with a hammer, opening it, but then came
upon another door inside the front entrance that was locked
with a strong bolt. While he was hindered by the doors, many
participants — whose number the sheriff estimated at one
hundred — managed to escape by passing through a cellar and
reaching the Oudegracht canal.121

One of the most exhaustive judicial investigations of Dutch
Catholic houses was conducted in Utrecht in 1639. Late in the
evening of 23 August 1639, judicial officers raided a house on
the Plompetorengracht owned by the Catholic noblewoman
Hendrica van Duivenvoorde (1595–1658), where the Apostolic
Vicar Rovenius frequently stayed. In a letter to his colleague De
la Torre, the Vicar General and a Utrecht native, Wachtelaer,
narrated the course of this ‘persecution’ (vervolging) in detail.122

Wachtelaer wrote: ‘I have lived here [in the city of Utrecht] for
years, but I have never yet had to endure such an attack, so
much vehemence and fury’. That night judicial officers

120 HUA, KR, 8, 2 June 1662; HUA, SAII, 121-27, 2 June 1662.
121 HUA, SAII, 2244-125, n.d. in 1667: ‘mijn heer wij sijn in breucke gevallen

en bekennen onse schult, de sleutel kan ick niet bij de handt vinden’ and ‘de
deur soude openen, dat moetste sien, wat vergaderingh daer was’.

122 C. Deelder, Bijdragen voor de geschiedenis van de Roomsch-Katholieke Kerk in
Nederland, 2 vols. (Rotterdam, 1888–92), i, 170–6. On the trials against Rovenius
and Wachtelaer, see also Jan Hallebeek, ‘Godsdienst(on)vrijheid in de Gouden
Eeuw? Het proces tegen Johan Wachtelaer (1583–1652)’, Trajecta, xxiii (2014);
Margaret Hewett and Jan Hallebeek, ‘The Prelate, the Praetor and the Professor:
Antonius Matthaeus II and the Crimen Laesae Majestatis, Utrecht 1639–1640’,
Tijdschrift voor rechtsgeschiedenis, lxvi, 1–2 (1998); Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the
Public Sphere’, passim; Yasuhira, ‘Delimitation of the “Public” and Freedom of
Conscience’, passim.
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surrounded Van Duivenvoorde’s house and searched it from top
to bottom, but Rovenius managed to escape the raid and went
into exile in Cologne — a detail which Wachtelaer dared not
reveal in his letter.123 According to the eighteenth-century
hagiography Batavia Sacra, Rovenius disguised himself as a
woman to evade the invasion.124 After this raid, magistrates
decided that the sheriff, together with militia captains, was to
visit houses in every quarter of the city to investigate the doors
and entrances and exits there.125

Even after judicial officers managed to catch assembling
Catholics red-handed, representatives of such gatherings,
including the last Catholic canon, Gerard van der Steen,
challenged the judicial investigation through their petitions.126

As a canon of St Jan, Van der Steen had a house inside the
former immunity of his collegiate chapter. On the feast day of
the Assumption of Mary in 1638, he and twenty-five other
Catholics were found gathering in this house.127 When accused
of hosting this illegal assembly, Van der Steen argued in his
petition to the city court that the judicial officers had no right to
investigate his home, by reminding the court that his house was
the property of the collegiate chapter of St Jan.128 As such, Van
der Steen claimed that, even though the chapters’ immunities
had been nullified, he as canon should also have been exempted
from the city’s jurisdiction over the assembly taking place within
the former immunity, just as his medieval predecessors had
been. But in the end, he was forced to pay a fine of 550 guilders
for all the participants.129

123 Deelder, Bijdragen voor de geschiedenis van de Roomsch-Katholieke Kerk, i,
171–2: ‘Ik heb hier jaren lang geleefd, maar nog nimmer heb ik zulken aanval te
verduren gehad, zooveel vurigheid en woede aanschouwd’.

124 Hugo Franciscus van Heussen, Batavia Sacra sive res gestae apostolicorum
virorum qui fidem Bataviae primi intulerunt (Brussels, 1714), 270.

125 HUA, SAII, 121-19, 4 May, 23 July 1640.
126 In most cases, it was the representatives of the gathering (normally the own-

ers of the house where Catholics assembled) who sent a petition to the city court,
often gaining judicial support from legal professionals as their scribes. For more
on this, see Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the Public Sphere’, 239–51; Yasuhira,
‘Delimitation of the “Public” and Freedom of Conscience’, 90–2.

127 HUA, SAII, 2244-83, 6 Oct. 1638.
128 HUA, SAII, 2244-88, 2 Nov. 1638.
129 On Van der Steen and this lawsuit, see also Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the

Public Sphere’, esp. 138, 253–5, 346, 394, 443, 474, 490; Yasuhira,
‘Delimitation of the “Public” and Freedom of Conscience’, 93, 95, 99–100, 103,
110.
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Catholics showed themselves flexible in the appropriation and
use of Utrecht’s urban space so as to create room to live as
Catholics, defining and delimiting the ‘public’ according to their
own perspective. It is remarkable that many members of the
Catholic lay elite hosted illegal assemblies in their houses,
harboured priests there and paid substantial fines on behalf of
their co-religionists. They were indispensable for the survival of
Catholics as a group.130 Catholics’ active and even aggressive
spatial practices through houses and public streets provoked
constant clashes with the public authorities and with their
Reformed neighbours. This was particularly apparent around
the Nieuwegracht district.

Nieuwegracht

The district around the Nieuwegracht was a prestigious
residential area, where the provincial court of Utrecht stood and
many (Catholic and other) jurists lived. The area had two Jesuit
clandestine churches: St Catharijne, established in the
Catharijnesteeg after 1612; and St Martinus, established in the
Herenstraat after 1623.131

Especially in the 1650s, Catholics clashed with public
authorities around the Nieuwegracht. In 1652, the house of the
Catholic nobleman, Willem van der Burch, was twice identified
by the sheriff as a place of Catholic assembly. Given the brief,
three-month interval between the two instances, he seems not to
have been scared off by legal prosecution.132 At almost the same
time, in 1651, the Catholic noblewoman, Agatha Dierhout, was
charged with hosting a forbidden Roman gathering in her house,
which functioned as the Jesuit clandestine church of St

130 For recent studies that similarly emphasize the importance of the lay elite for
the restoration of the Dutch Catholic community, see Forclaz, Catholiques au défi
de la Réforme; Geraerts, Patrons of the Old Faith; Janssen, The Dutch Revolt and
Catholic Exile; Lenarduzzi, Katholiek in de Republiek; Charles H. Parker,
‘Cooperative Confessionalisation: Lay-Clerical Collaboration in Dutch Catholic
Communities during the Golden Age’, in Kaplan, Moore, Van Nierop and
Pollmann (eds.), Catholic Communities in Protestant States; Parker, Faith on the
Margins; Pollmann, Catholic Identity and the Revolt of the Netherlands. See also
Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the Public Sphere’; Yasuhira, ‘Confessional
Coexistence and Perceptions of the “Public” ’; and Yasuhira, ‘Delimitation of the
“Public” and Freedom of Conscience’.

131 Frans van Hoek, Schets van de geschiedenis der jezuı̈eten in Nederland
(Nijmegen, 1940), 72–3.

132 HUA, SAII, 2236-4, 4 Dec. 1652; HUA, SAII, 2244-104, 10 Sep. 1652.
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Catharijne.133 This was hardly the last time she would be fined
for such an offence, as her name is the one that appears most
frequently in trials pertaining to Catholic illegal assembly in the
fifty years under study; by 1672, she had faced accusations of
hosting Catholic assemblies no less than four times.134 In 1655,
the sheriff raided the houses of Catholics around the
Nieuwegracht in order to regulate their spatial practices through
doors and entrances or exits. The sheriff first closed a number of
entrances and exits leading to the Herenstraat, and broke down
a door there. He then put a lock on a door or gate between the
houses of Van Borculo and Vuysting in the Jeruzalemstraat.
Double front doors were found in another house in the same
area, along with an altar and many Catholic paintings. On 22
January 1655, the sheriff ordered the residents to destroy the
doors, and to throw away the altar and paintings.135 Later, the
Catholic noblemen (Johan) Willem de Wael van Vronesteyn
(1622–59) and Cornelis Dierhout, both of whom owned houses
in the Herenstraat along the Nieuwegracht, appealed to the city
council to modify the orders of 22 January.136 The city council
seems not to have acceded to their plea, since the sheriff
continued to conduct further investigations into other houses on
both sides of the Nieuwegracht. During these investigations, the
sheriff found numerous doors and entrances or exits connecting
the houses of Catholic noblemen, noblewomen (including
Agatha Dierhout), and provincial court advocates. The sheriff
ordered these Catholic notables to close the doors and entrances
and exits within fourteen days, or face a fine of 600 guilders.137

Representing the Catholic owners of the houses, the nobleman
Daniel de Ridder van Groenesteyn (1596–1669) and the
provincial court advocate Dirck Lommetzum petitioned the city
council in an attempt to have the orders changed, but without
avail.138

133 HUA, SAII, 2236-4, 12 Dec. 1651.
134 Apart from this trial in 1651, Agatha Dierhout was also accused of hosting

Catholic assemblies in 1656 (HUA, SAII, 2236-4, 14 Mar. 1656), 1668 (HUA,
SAII, 2244-127, 1, 2, 3, 25, 26, 29 Sep. 1668) and 1672 (HUA, SAII, 2236-5,
14 Feb. 1672).

135 HUA, SAII, 121-25, 22 Jan. 1655 (Samuel Muller (ed.), ‘Raadsbesluiten
van Utrecht betreffende geheime godsdienstoefeningen der Roomsch-Katholieken
in 1652–55’, AAU, xiv (1886), 237–9).

136 HUA, SAII, 121-25, 12 Feb. 1655.
137 Ibid., 26 Mar. 1655.
138 Ibid., 11 June 1655 (Muller (ed.), ‘Raadsbesluiten van Utrecht’, 239–40).
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Catholics nevertheless continued to regard the area around
the Nieuwegracht as one of their bastions. It should be
emphasized that the role of Catholic (noble)women was
remarkable there. As early as 1656, Agatha Dierhout was once
again accused of hosting a Catholic gathering in her house, the
Jesuit clandestine church of St Catharijne.139 The investigation
report of 1665 still paid special attention to the houses of
Catholic women along the Nieuwegracht, even apart from
Dierhout’s residence. Among them, the house of Gerrichje
Verburch had several doors made of poplar trees, and the house
of the noblewoman, Van Zanen (probably Maria van Sanen),
had several (possibly secret) rooms along the wall as well as
doors made of poplar trees.140 Moreover, there were a number
of priests residing around the Nieuwegracht, including the Jesuit
Lambert van Dilsen, who lived next to Agatha Dierhout.141 In
August 1665, following the investigation, the city council
authorized the sheriff to confiscate Catholic ornaments from
Dierhout’s house.142 As noted above, however, she was
determined to continue serving the Catholic faith. On Whit
Tuesday (22 May) 1668, Dierhout again hosted an assembly of
fifty or sixty Catholics in her home.143 The other Jesuit
clandestine church, St Martinus in the Herenstraat, was owned
by Maria Johanna van Amstel van Mijnden, known as
noblewoman Van Loenersloot. In September 1667, the sheriff
knocked on her door and rang the bell many times, but failed to
enter. The sheriff argued that windows had been installed to allow
people to escape to ‘secret places’. After he left the front entrance,
he went behind the house and found about one hundred people
there.144 Less than two months later, Van Loenersloot’s house
was once again raided by the sheriff. He claimed that he had seen
around thirty people coming out of a gate in the Herenstraat, near
the house of Van Loenersloot.145 Like Agatha Dierhout, Van
Loenersloot was uncompromising in her Catholic devotion.

139 HUA, SAII, 2236-4, 14 Mar. 1656.
140 HUA, SAII, 616, 29 Apr. 1665 (Hofman (ed.), ‘Allerlei, betreffende de stadt

Utrecht’, 185).
141 HUA, SAII, 616, probably in 1665 (Hofman (ed.), ‘Allerlei, betreffende de

stadt Utrecht’, 188–9).
142 HUA, SAII, 121-27, 28 Aug. 1665.
143 HUA, SAII, 2244-127, 1, 2, 3, 25, 26, 29 Sep. 1668.
144 HUA, SAII, 2244-125, 21, 29 Sep., 11 Oct., 1, 5 Nov. 1667: ‘heijmelijcke plaetsen’.
145 Ibid., 5, 19, 27, 28 Dec. 1667.
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The district around the Nieuwegracht was therefore crucial
for the survival of Utrecht’s Catholics, even though existing
literature has rarely acknowledged this important function.
Effectively using their doors or entrances and exits, Catholic
jurists and noblemen or noblewomen, in particular, co-operated
to defend their sacred spaces there. Another essential area for
Utrecht’s Catholics was the Mariahoek district.

Mariahoek

The Mariahoek, located within the former immunity of the
chapter of St Marie, is a site which historians have long
recognized as a centre of Dutch Catholicism. The Apostolic
Vicars regularly came to stay in the Mariahoek, and numerous
other important Catholics, both ecclesiastics and laypeople,
lived there. As was the case for the district around the
Nieuwegracht, in the Mariahoek, Catholic women, including
klopjes, were notably active. According to the Reformed Church,
numerous klopjes in the Mariahoek lived together in a
‘beguinage-way’.146 Likewise, the investigation report of 1665
testifies that a lot of Catholic noblewomen, together with many
priests, resided around the Mariahoek.147

As early as 1636, magistrates were aware that Catholics were
gathering in houses on the Mariakerkhof. No matter how often
the sheriff rang the bell and hammered on the bolted doors, no
one opened them. The sheriff also grumbled about the
numerous entrances and exits connecting the houses there,
preventing him from carrying out a successful raid.148 Shortly
thereafter, two important Catholic secular clandestine churches
were established around the former collegiate church of St
Marie: the Maria Minor Achter Clarenburg, and St Gertrudis in
Mariahoek (see Plate). The influential Catholic nobleman,
Adriaen Ram, bought a house in Achter Clarenburg in 1640,
transforming it into the secular clandestine church of Maria
Minor.149 This clandestine church was also raided by the sheriff.

146 HUA, KR, 8, 2 June 1662: ‘begijn-hoff-wijse’.
147 HUA, SAII, 616, 29 Apr. 1665 (Hofman (ed.), ‘Allerlei, betreffende de stadt

Utrecht’, 185).
148 HUA, SAII, 121-17, 11 Jan. 1636.
149 Adrianus J. van de Ven, ‘Het huis Clarenburch te Utrecht’, Jaarboek Oud-

Utrecht (1952), 43, 48–51, 61.
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Late at night, just before midnight on Wednesday, 19 June 1644,
Ram and Dr Anthoni Pelt were found holding a Catholic
assembly there.150 In 1647, Ram sold the house to the Catholic
advocate at the provincial court, Arnold Schade, and thus the
clandestine church came into the hands of a Catholic jurist.151

The other important secular clandestine church, St Gertrudis,
was established by the Vicar General Wachtelaer. Using his
privilege as a canon of St Marie, he purchased in 1625 the
former choir house and chapter school located in the
Mariahoek, in the former immunity of the already secularized
collegiate chapter of St Marie. The former chapter school was
probably opened for Catholic gatherings, and expanded in 1633.
Simon van Veen (d.1651), a Catholic advocate at the provincial
court of Utrecht, purchased the former ‘sixth cloister house’ in
the Mariahoek in 1638, but was in fact just the title-holder. It
was Wachtelaer who actually owned the house and transformed
it into the secular clandestine church of St Gertrudis.152 Even
after the raid on the house of Hendrica van Duivenvoorde in
1639, from which his superior Rovenius escaped, Wachtelaer
could still be found wandering the public streets without any
security measures, relying, as he wrote to his colleague De la
Torre, ‘on his right as a citizen’. However, one day when he went
out to have breakfast, judicial officers came to raid his house,
that is, the church of St Gertrudis. ‘By divine decree’,
Wachtelaer managed to evade the raid, but St Gertrudis was
subjected to iconoclastic activity: ‘the altarpiece was removed,
and the ornaments, of both silk and silver, were thrown to the
ground’. Wachtelaer remarked that judicial officers did so ‘after
the example of the old heretics’, showing that they ‘fight not so
much against people, as against God and his saints’.153 After
being banished from his home town in 1640 in the wake of his

150 HUA, SAII, 2236-4, 24, 27 June 1644.
151 Ven, ‘Het huis Clarenburch te Utrecht’, 49, 61.
152 Adrianus J. van de Ven, ‘De driehoek van Sint Marie te Utrecht’, Jaarboek

Oud-Utrecht (1955), 35–41, 49–50.
153 Deelder, Bijdragen voor de geschiedenis van de Roomsch-Katholieke Kerk, i, 173:

‘vertrouwende op zijn recht als burger’, ‘door de goddelijke beschikking’, ‘het
altaarblad werd weggenomen en de sieraden, zoo van zijden als zilver, op den
grond werden geworpen’, ‘naar het voorbeeld der ouder ketters’ and ‘strijden,
niet zoo zeer tegen de menschen als tegen God en zijne heiligen’.
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trial, Wachtelaer in 1652 transferred the clandestine church to
the Catholic advocate of the provincial court Berent van
Zutphen, who appeared many times in court to act for Catholic
defendants.154 Like their counterparts living in the

JOHANNES STEFFELAAR, INTERIOR OF THE CLANDESTINE
CHURCH OF ST GERTRUDIS IN UTRECHT, 1896, OIL ON CANVAS,

64.5 X 52 CM
Photograph by Museum Catharijneconvent (currently displayed at the Driehoek

in Utrecht). Reproduced with permission of Bernd Wallet.

154 Ven, ‘De Driehoek van Sint Marie te Utrecht’, 50, 56; Yasuhira, ‘Civic
Agency in the Public Sphere’, 180, 223, 240, 247–8, 353, 492; Yasuhira,
‘Delimitation of the “Public” and Freedom of Conscience’, 90–1, 110.
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Nieuwegracht quarters, Catholic jurists in and around the
Mariahoek, such as Schade, Van Veen and Van Zutphen, played
a pivotal role in Catholic survival, not only by formally
supporting Catholic defendants in lawsuits, but also by
safeguarding their sacred spaces.

Even after Wachtelaer was forced to leave Utrecht, the area
around the Mariahoek continued to function as the centre of the
Catholic community. In a report from 1647, the Reformed
Church warned that Catholics were frequently assembling
around the Mariahoek.155 In 1652, the sheriff investigated
houses in the Walsteeg near the Mariahoek, where ‘secret’
shutters, boxes, and other things for ‘large gatherings and
forbidden assemblies’ were found. The city council ordered the
owners of the houses to destroy these utensils for their
‘superstitions’, and to close the doors and entrances and exits
connecting the various houses and sites.156 Two years later,
magistrates ordered Catholics living in the Mariahoek to close
the doors leading to the cloister of the collegiate church of St
Marie.157 Several days after this order was given, the widow of
the advocate Simon van Veen, Divera van der Eem (d.1682),
and other owners of houses in the Mariahoek petitioned the city
council to change it, but in vain.158 When the sheriff investigated
houses in the Mariahoek in 1660, he found a new building along
the city wall. It had been constructed by the widow of Reynier
Loots, Maria van Ruempst, who was fined 100 guilders.159

While it is known that the Dominican clandestine church of St
Dominicus moved from the Utrecht suburbs of Wittevrouwen to
the Walsteeg in 1665,160 the investigation report of that same
year reveals that Catholics installed several doors made of poplar
trees there.161 In 1665, 1670 and 1671, forbidden Catholic

155 HUA, KR, 5, 9 Aug. 1647 (G. van Klaveren (ed.), ‘Vergaderplaatsen der
Roomsch-katholieken in 1647’, Maandblad Oud-Utrecht (1947), 27).

156 HUA, SAII, 121-24, 4 Oct. 1652 (Muller (ed.), ‘Raadsbesluiten van
Utrecht’, 236–7): ‘verborgen’, ‘groote bijeencomsten ende verboden vergaderin-
gen’ and ‘superstities’.

157 HUA, SAII, 121-25, 12 Oct. 1654.
158 Ibid., 23 Oct., 1 Nov. 1654.
159 HUA, SAII, 121-26, 3, 13, 27 Aug. 1660.
160 A. J. J. Hoogland, ‘De Dominicanen te Utrecht’, AAU, ix (1881), 206–7,

212–14.
161 HUA, SAII, 616, 29 Apr. 1665 (Hofman (ed.), ‘Allerlei, betreffende de stadt

Utrecht’, 185).
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assemblies were discovered in the house of Thomas de Knijff,
where a number of Catholic women were living together.162

Likewise, the noblewoman Aletta van Schendel hosted Catholic
assemblies and was prosecuted for them on at least three
occasions.163 On one such occasion in 1668, the substitute
sheriff was able to enter Van Schendel’s house immediately.
However, the room where Catholics were thought to be
assembling was closed, and the substitute sheriff failed to catch
even a single one of the participants. He estimated that there
had been more than two hundred participants present.164

The Mariahoek had been home to notable figures of the
Dutch Catholic community from times of old, and functioned as
an important Catholic stronghold even after the Protestant
Reformation. It was spatial practices conducted by members of
the Catholic socio-economic elite, in particular, that shielded
this centre of Dutch Catholicism from the Reformed.

The matter of Catholic spatial practices through houses and
public streets became something of a cat-and-mouse game. Even
though they found themselves under anti-Catholic legislation,
Utrecht’s Catholics exercised initiative in first developing new
spatial practices to defend and create spaces in which they could
live as Catholics, and then forcing the Reformed political
authorities to promulgate new edicts, and to conduct new
investigations on houses and public streets. The clashes steadily
escalated over the course of the fifty years examined here. While
scholars have consistently argued that Dutch Catholics were
tolerated as long as they limited their religious expression to the
space within the threshold of their houses, the public authorities
of Utrecht tried to regulate their assembly and worship
everywhere, including private homes, claiming that Catholics
were behaving too ‘publicly’ as Catholics there. However,
Catholics challenged the public authorities by repeatedly shifting
the border of the ‘public’. The same two aspects of Catholic

162 HUA, SAII, 2236-5, 10 Feb. 1670, 25 Oct. 1671; HUA, SAII, 2244-122,
27, 29 Sep., 2, 6, 9, 13, 20, 21, 27 Oct. 1665; HUA, SAII, 2244-131, 21, 25
Oct. 1671; HUA, SAII, 616, 29 Apr. 1665 (Hofman (ed.), ‘Allerlei, betreffende
de stadt Utrecht’, 184).

163 Aletta van Schendel was accused of hosting Catholic assemblies in 1656
(HUA, SAII, 2236-4, 3, 4 Dec. 1656), 1668 (HUA, SAII, 2244-126, 30 Jan.,
13, 25, 27, 28 Feb. 1668), and 1671 (HUA, SAII, 2236-5, 16 Aug. 1671).

164 HUA, SAII, 2244-126, 30 Jan., 13, 25, 27, 28 Feb. 1668.
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survival tactics through spatial practices should therefore be
emphasized: continuity from the medieval past, and adjustment
to early modern religious diversity.

Many owners of Catholic meeting places were of elevated
socio-economic status in Utrecht; some held canonries, and
others followed a judicial career or hailed from noble families.
They or their families retained a rich socio-economic capital,
which in some cases pre-dated the Protestant Reformation and
the Dutch Revolt. When Catholics gathered in their clandestine
churches, they undoubtedly maintained a sense of continuity
with Utrecht’s medieval past, naming their four secular
clandestine churches after the four parish churches now under
Reformed control.165 Furthermore, they adjusted themselves
flexibly to the environment of confessional coexistence in post-
Reformation Utrecht. Catholics created new sacred spaces for
themselves, and shielded laypeople and priests, by appropriating
the urban space for their own confessional purposes: they
‘publicly’ established clandestine churches, lived together in
spontaneous ghettos around the social elite — such as canons,
lawyers and noblemen or noblewomen — in the districts
surrounding the Nieuwegracht and the Mariahoek, installed
special doors and entrances or exits connecting their houses and
public streets for easy escape from judicial officers, posted
sentries on public streets, and suchlike. Through these tactical
spatial practices, characterized by both continuity and
adjustment, Catholics creatively transformed the urban space of
Utrecht.

VI
CONCLUSION

Utrecht’s urban space changed drastically in the wake of the
Protestant Reformation and the Dutch Revolt. Seventeenth-
century Utrechters subjectively interpreted the objectively
shared space, in their own confessional style. Although
physically they lived in the same city, psychologically they
experienced the urban space in quite different ways. The

165 St Gertrudis (the Geerte church) in Mariahoek; Maria Minor (official name
of the Buur church) Achter Clarenburg; St Nicolaas (St Nicholas church) Achter
de Wal; and St Jacobus (St Jacob church) in Drakenburgersteeg.
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Reformed Church tried to delimit the ‘public’ confessionally,
while magistrates sometimes — but certainly not always —
supported such attempts by depriving Catholics of their spaces
in which they might express their Catholicism in Utrecht. By
doing so, the public authorities sought to control the
environment of confessional coexistence, responding to the
changing politico-religious circumstances in and around their
city. However, coexistence cannot fully be understood from the
perspective of the governing strategies of social engineering
employed by the public authorities alone. For a better
understanding of the history of coexistence, it is necessary to
consider the survival tactics deployed by Catholics as well. The
urban tour above has demonstrated how Catholics actively
created spaces for their Catholic way of life, contesting the
discriminatory circumstances under the Reformed regime. They
succeeded in preserving and re-visualizing physical and material
remnants of medieval Catholicism in public facilities, even in the
second half of the seventeenth century. Besides, they seem to
have shifted their meeting places over the course of the century
from public facilities to private homes. Using guerrilla tactics, as
it were, Utrecht’s Catholics fought the strategic exclusion forced
on them by the public authorities, appropriating urban spaces
including public facilities, houses and public streets. Members of
the Catholic socio-economic elite, in particular, played a pivotal
role in the survival of Catholic ways of life through spatial
practices, using two tactical approaches: continuity with the
medieval tradition, and adjustment to the early modern multi-
confessional reality.

How, then, should the Utrecht case be situated in the current
historiography? As Frijhoff and Kaplan have demonstrated,
perceptibility by the human senses — such as visibility and
audibility — played a significant role in the public/private
distinction in Utrecht. But while their studies understood
confessional coexistence as a somewhat static cultural
phenomenon, the spatial practices of Utrecht’s Catholics prove
to have been very dynamic, responding to the politico-religious
circumstances surrounding them at the international, national
and local levels. Kaplan finds continuity between the early
modern era and the modern era as a prefiguration of ‘privacy’ as
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fiction in European history at large.166 However, apart from
adjustment to early modern religious diversity, the Utrecht case
also unveils continuity with the medieval past as an aspect of
Catholic survival tactics through spatial practices. While Charles
Caspers and Peter Margry have shown how Catholics continued
to celebrate the eucharistic miracle in post-Reformation
Amsterdam, conducting discreet and silent processions through
the city on that holy day in March, Utrecht’s Catholics showed
themselves more assertive in the urban space on a daily basis.167

The findings here rather resonate with what Joke Spaans has
revealed in her study of Amsterdam, namely continuous claims
by multivalent actors, including Catholics, to the city’s physical
public space.168 The present findings also resonate with the
meticulous cultural-historical study of Carolina Lenarduzzi,
which vividly shows how individual ‘lived Catholicisms’ created
new imagined and physical sacred spaces in the Northern
Netherlands.169 Although Lenarduzzi argues that Catholics
could express their religiosity more boldly in public in the Dutch
Generality Lands, where they continued to form the numerical
majority, Catholics were able to act very provocatively in Utrecht’s
urban space, where they may not have enjoyed majority status,
but still did represent a third of the total population.170

For a better understanding of the Utrecht case, it is also
necessary to take the city’s urban setting into consideration,

166 Frijhoff, ‘Dimensions de la coexistence confessionnelle’; Frijhoff, Embodied
Belief, ch. 2; Kaplan, Divided by Faith, ch. 7; Kaplan, ‘Fictions of Privacy’;
Kaplan, Reformation and the Practice of Toleration, ch. 7.

167 Caspers and Margry, Identiteit en spiritualiteit van de Amsterdamse Stille
Omgang.

168 Joke Spaans, ‘Een herinnerd religieus landschap: Vroegmodern Amsterdam’,
in Liesbeth Geevers and Violet Soen (eds.), Sacrale ruimte in de vroegmoderne
Nederlanden (Louvain, 2017); Joke Spaans, ‘Stad van vele geloven 1578–1795’, in
Willem Frijhoff and Maarten Prak (eds.), Geschiedenis van Amsterdam, vol. ii, 1,
Centrum van de wereld 1578–1650 (Nijmegen, 2004), 402–5.

169 Carolina Lenarduzzi, ‘Grensoverschrijdende katholieke claims: De grenzen
tussen publieke en private ruimte voor sacrale doeleinden in de zeventiende-
eeuwse Republiek’, in Geevers and Soen (eds.), Sacrale ruimte; Lenarduzzi,
Katholiek in de Republiek, passim.

170 Lenarduzzi, Katholiek in de Republiek, 247–92. For Catholics in the Dutch
Generality Lands, see also, for example, Charles de Mooij, Geloof kan Bergen ver-
zetten: Reformatie en katholieke herleving te Bergen op Zoom, 1577–1795 (Hilversum,
1998); P. J. H. Ubachs, Twee heren twee confessies: De verhouding van Staat en Kerk
te Maastricht 1632–1673 (Assen, 1975); Aart Vos, Burgers, broeders en bazen: Het
maatschappelijk middenveld van ’s-Hertogenbosch in de zeventiende en achttiende eeuw
(Hilversum, 2007).
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since it differed significantly from rural settings in two respects:
jurisdiction and material architecture. First, just like their
English counterparts, as Jaap Geraerts has shown, Catholic
seigneurs in the provinces of Utrecht and Gelderland played a
pivotal role in safeguarding Catholic sacred spaces in their
countryside estates where they still retained jurisdiction.171

While civic jurisdiction fell into the hands of the Reformed
within the city of Utrecht, it was once again the Catholic
notables, including canons, jurists and the nobility, who
protected the sacred spaces for their co-religionists. Second,
visibility and audibility were all the more critical in confessional
coexistence in the city than in rural settings, since urban dwellers
could not avoid seeing and hearing those of other confessions
every day again. The urban architecture in Utrecht with its
population of thirty thousand certainly fuelled confessional
conflicts among people in close proximity inside the city walls.
Yet it was Catholics who used this urban architectural setting to
devise their creative spatial practices, characterized by
adjustment, such as the making of escape routes through newly
installed doorways. As for spatial practices marked by continuity,
Utrecht’s Catholics demonstrate patterns comparable with those
of British Catholics in rural areas. Alexandra Walsham has
persuasively argued that Catholics attempted to resacralize the
natural landscape of the British Isles in order to underpin their
religion’s continuous presence, repossessing the medieval
past.172 Similar practices can be detected in Utrecht’s urban
space.

Furthermore, the present study allows us to take steps towards
a new interpretation of the agency of politico-religious
minorities. Kaplan is right to note the constant negotiations over
the boundary between public and private. At the same time,

171 Geraerts, Patrons of the Old Faith. Overall, comparisons between Dutch
Catholics and British counterparts are fruitful. For a collected volume attempting
to unite such studies, see Kaplan, Moore, Van Nierop and Pollmann (eds.),
Catholic Communities in Protestant States.

172 Alexandra Walsham, Catholic Reformation in Protestant Britain (London,
2014), 177–204; Alexandra Walsham, The Reformation of the Landscape: Religion,
Identity and Memory in Early Modern Britain and Ireland (Oxford, 2011), esp.
153–232. For a cultural-historical study on the making of sacred spaces by
English Catholics in private houses, prisons and around the scaffold, see Lisa
McClain, ‘Without Church, Cathedral, or Shrine: The Search for Religious
Space among Catholics in England, 1559–1625’, Sixteenth Century Journal, xxxiii,
2 (2002).
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notwithstanding the benefits of his ‘fictions of privacy’
perspective for describing the governing strategies deployed by
public authorities and the Reformed majority to maintain their
dominant position through the public/private distinction, it
unwittingly ends up masking the diverse tactics mobilized by
Catholics, in order to survive in a multi-confessional society
through such a distinction. The Utrecht public authorities
condemned and punished Catholic activity, even when it took
place inside private Catholic homes, insisting that Catholics
were being too publicly Catholic there. As such, they drew the
border of the public with a view to retaining Reformed
ascendancy in the urban space. Even in such a situation of
discrimination, however, Utrecht’s Catholics did not always
conform to the existing norm of a public/private distinction as
determined by the public authorities. Rather, Catholics tactically
delimited the public and even shifted its border on their own
initiative, continuing to use the urban space as they had in
medieval times, and newly appropriating it in order to adjust
themselves to the early modern environment of confessional
coexistence. Throughout the seventeenth century, Reformed
and Catholics in Utrecht struggled perpetually to define what
the ‘public’ was, to draw the border of the public, and to create
norms for how people could and should behave in public. There
were multiple, competing visions of publicness. Catholic spatial
practices for survival should be understood as a physical
dimension of this constant, communal process of the delimitation
of the public.173 Giving the urban space both traditional and new
meanings, Catholics created an early modern religious landscape.
Through their spatial practices, they not only actively created
room for their survival as Catholics, but also played an
indispensable role in transforming Utrecht’s urban space from a
mono-religious medieval city to a multi-confessional early
modern city.

The Utrecht case highlights a hitherto neglected agency
exercised by politico-religious minorities in the making of an
urban space of coexistence. It should, however, be acknowledged
that Utrecht’s Catholics seem to display an untypical resilience

173 For the global argument of the delimitation of the public, see Yasuhira,
‘Civic Agency in the Public Sphere’. For its abstract, discursive dimension, see
Yasuhira, ‘Confessional Coexistence and Perceptions of the “Public” ’; Yasuhira,
‘Delimitation of the “Public” and Freedom of Conscience’.
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and audaciousness. How could they adopt such assertive spatial
practices? Although more case studies are necessary for further
comparison, it is still possible to identify at least one condition
that seems to have allowed Utrecht’s Catholics to employ such
dynamic spatial practices, namely their numerical, socio-
economic, and historical presence in the civic community. This
factor can be used to account, for instance, for the stark contrast
between the provocative spatial practices deployed by Utrecht’s
Catholics and the practices of conformity with regard to the
public/private distinction exercised by politico-religious
minorities in late sixteenth-century Wesel, a refuge centre under
Lutheran rule in north-western Germany. The politico-religious
minorities in Wesel included Reformed and Anabaptist refugees,
who lacked historical ties with the city, as well as Catholic locals,
who only represented a small part of the population there.174 In
contrast, Utrecht’s Catholics exploited their numerical, socio-
economic, and historical importance in the civic community
in order to deploy bold spatial practices, which, in turn,
safeguarded their survival as a vigorous, self-conscious confessional
community in the face of anti-Catholic legislation.175 The causal
relationship between their continued vitality and aggressive spatial
practices seems to have worked both ways.

On the basis of the Utrecht case, I maintain that the agency of
politico-religious minorities in coexistence can only be properly
understood if their spatial practices are positioned social-
historically in the concrete, physical, and material space in local
settings, and not by the isolated and static attention to the

174 Jesse Spohnholz, The Tactics of Toleration: A Refugee Community in the Age of
Religious Wars (Newark, 2011). Among politico-religious minorities in Wesel, so
Spohnholz argues, Catholic locals could achieve toleration more easily than
Protestant immigrants because of their longstanding commitment to the civic
community: ibid., esp. 161–2, 174. For another intriguing case study of bi-confes-
sional regimes in sixteenth-century Westphalia, which also features the public/pri-
vate distinction (albeit not strictly in a spatial sense), see David M. Luebke,
Hometown Religion: Regimes of Coexistence in Early Modern Westphalia
(Charlottesville and London, 2016), esp. 27–31, 114–20.

175 In their discursive attempts to defy persecution and win toleration, Utrecht’s
Catholics did emphasize their socio-economic importance for, and their historical
embeddedness in, the city. Yasuhira, ‘Civic Agency in the Public Sphere’, esp.
275–306, 374–414; Yasuhira, ‘Confessional Coexistence and Perceptions of the
“Public” ’, passim, esp. 15–24; Yasuhira, ‘Delimitation of the “Public” and
Freedom of Conscience’, 94–101; Yasuhira, ‘Swarm of “Locusts” ’, 199–210.
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cultural-historical abstraction of thresholds of houses that
characterized much previous scholarship. This perspective
should now be added to the current discussions on early modern
sacred space in Europe.176 If we prudently reflect on the specific
conditions of each local setting that enable or thwart certain
types of spatial practices from a social-historical perspective, the
analytic viewpoint of this article can be applied to studies on
other politico-religious minorities, ranging from Anabaptists in
sixteenth-century Wesel and Catholics in seventeenth-century
London, to clandestine Christians (Kakure Kirishitan) in
seventeenth-century Shimabara (Japan), and Muslims in
twenty-first-century Paris, for example. Only by accumulating
such local empirical studies from a bottom-up perspective, can
we begin to move firmly beyond the teleological modernization
thesis and to historicize our ongoing problem of religious
coexistence.

Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
and Utrecht University Genji Yasuhira

176 For example, Will Coster and Andrew Spicer (eds.), Sacred Space in Early
Modern Europe (Cambridge, 2005); in Jennifer Mara Desilva (ed.), The
Sacralization of Space and Behavior in the Early Modern World: Studies and Sources
(Farnham, 2015); in Geevers and Soen (eds.), De sacrale ruimte; in Andrew
Spicer and Sarah Hamilton (eds.), Defining the Holy: Sacred Space in Medieval
and Early Modern Europe (Farnham, 2005).
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